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It is unnecesaary to reiterate here all of the in-
fluences that have made for moral and ethical confusion in
our times, probably not since the days when the Sophists
permeated ancient Greece with their skepticism have man
been so afflicted with uncertainty. The metamorphosis ex-
hibited in our economic and social structures, the approb-
ation of scientific method with fluctuations betv^een the
hypotheses of the logical conceptualists and the pragmatism
of the radical empiricists, the cynicism bred of our ^/vorld
wars and police efforts, tue intriguing and oft misunder-
stood mores and cultures of ever-closer foreign nations and
powers, the worship of relativism and hedonism, and the
popularization of a sophisticated semantics — all have
challenged the established "landmarks of human progress" and
the perpetual blessings of Christianity which iiave been
attained at such great sacrifice of life and effort and
eliminated the distinguishing lines between moral and
immoral, ethical and unethical. Our forms and modes of
life changing at an unprecedented pace seemingly have
brushed av;ay the inhibitions of the past. The unfortunate
substitute appears to be only doubts. Nat merely the sal-
utary doubts of scholarly and critical examination but the
palling, frustrating and consternating incredulities that
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cone when one's bearings are out of focus and iiave been
sublimated into inutility. Until recently, the answers of
the church, and the pronouncements of its clergy were
likely to be accepted as sufficient and fait accompli; now,
the church gives evidence of having "lost the glory it onc«
held so firmly in its hands". Furthermore, if the clergy
I itself is not contaminated Vwith the same uncertainties and
;
misgivings of the laity, ecclesiastical declarations and
conclusions are adjudged to be unauthoritative at the very
best.
Against this picture of our present situation, v;hat is
the present status of the ethical counseling practices, as
revealed by a sampling of a cross section of our clergy?
Do they indicate explicitly and carefully considered con-
victions and well-defined ethical practices? Are certain
ethical philosophies consistently employed or is there a
prevalence of eclecticism? Will a cross section of Protes-
tant clergymen reveal a solidarity or a divergence of
opinion in their counseling ethics?
It might be assumed to raise the question of ethical
practices in chaplain/ministerial counseling is a direct
affront to the sincere servants of the Church. Hov.3ver, as
ambassadors of Christ, the clergy are uniq.ue and their
^Samuel R. Miller, The Life of the Ctuirch, p. 11.
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constituents expect them to be unusually sensitive to tlie
ethical and moral implications in all phases of life. The
ministry is trusted to exemplify and interpret the ethical
and moral codes for the individuals it is their privilege to
serve. To complicate the "existential situation" even more
the ministry almost automatically has foisted upon it a very
close relationship with parishioners, who in turn rely upon
their spiritual leaders for guidance and insight. "In the
Judaeo-Christian tradition it is the religious leader who Is
commissioned to teach, counsel, and demonstrate how the
values of life are to be upheld by an ethical religion*
What the pastor does is even more decisive tiian what he says
and as the people expect of him an exemplary life, so will
his conscience insist that his life show in practice the
value of the Christian theory he offers." As couriers of
the "Good News" they must without exception "choose the
harder right instead of the easier wrong and never be con-
2
tent with a half truth when the whole can be v«3n" . It is
imperative for the clergy, both collectively and individu-
ally, with eager hearts and determined intent to scrutinize
their convictions and practices in order to discern vjhether
they serve the influential minority as well as the
•^Paul E. Johnson, P8^£b,o5:Og;^ of Pastoral Care , p. 282.
^Ivan L. Bennett, The Hymnal Arm^r and Hav;^, p. 34.
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articulate majority; whether they serve human need and
eternal souls as well as personal advancement and acolalm;
whether they enhance the church* a temporal prestige and
recognition or the eternal extension of the Kingdom of God;
whether they please God as well as man.
Although a reply to the survey questionnaire required
several hours of thoughtful time and effort, the percentage
of voluntary returns lucidly indicated an intensive consid-
eration and interest in ethics. Truly the men who are
privileged to carry out the spiritual ministrations of our
people are making conscientious endeavors to fulfill their
varied missions in an impeccable and responsible fashion.
- 4 -

ETHICS: mAnim and DErn^irioN
An isolated nujuber of the replies seemed to be
troubled by the use of the term "ethics" and several indi-
cated a distinct confusion as to its explicit meaning.
Nevertheless, it has been noted that among Protestant
scholars and theologians the terms "ethics" seems to be the
most popular and satisfactory choice of terminology.
The English v^ord ethics is derived from the Greek verb
g^-r u3 , I am accustomed, and the noun £ Q^ps , custom, habit,
usage, (Sanskrit, svadha , "self-determination"), v^hich con-
notes individual peculiarity (Luke 22:39), as well as the
individudl customs of a person or a cominunity. (Acts 6:14;
Luke 1:9). "More exactly it is from the Ionic form of the
word^Vg^^^
'tl-^^ ^'^^^ used by Hoiner to designate the
accustomed place where one oouM usually be found, then in
the sense of habit, custom. Plato gave it ne^v content:
disposition, character, and in the same sense Aristotle
spoke of
'y^j3j2tfrIiilfcL>iji_?2£'iCi. ^® ^^® science of character-
building. ,hile thus the meaning of the word approached
consistently nearer to our present usage, yet we must not
overlook the fact that both Plato and Aristotle used it in
ti purely formal, morally neutral sense, not necessarily
involving a good disposition, a good character,"
^Johann M. Reu and Paul H. Buehring, Christian Ethics,
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"Tiienceforth the word was frequently used in Greek
philosopjiy, especially by the Stoics. Later it occurs in
the works of Melanchton and his pupils and then in Spinoza;
while in recent tiices the term has been affected especially
by Evangelical theologians."
The word "morals" is derived from the Latin word mos,
infianing, will, personal will, order, authority to be re-
spected, lA^hen related to modus, it denotes order, both in
the sense of command and of habit, (cf. mores et
Institutiones majorum) • Accordingly, Cicero formed the
adjective moral is, on the analogy of the G^e9k-yj;^^^_, in
Aristotle * s n jrf ij^TJyUr^ A ^^' ^>i » ®° that according to him
ethics and morals apparently are identical terms, and the
latter as v^ell as the former is an ethically neutral concept
"Christian theological terminology adopted the phrase
disci pi ina (or theologia) moral is in the sense defined by
Cicero and Seneca. In Roman Catholic theology the term
"morals" remained by far the more customary, but even in
the older jprotes tant philosophy and theology it shared its
honors with the rationalists and the follo\vers of Kant,
although it is also employed by theologians of altogether
different schools."*' However, some Protestant scholars have
%enry S. Nash, "Ethics", The New schaff^Herzog




favored the term "ethics" because of the use and emphasis
given to "morals" by the previously mentioned schools of
thought. ith this brief background, «« offer the follow
def init ion . jj^j; cs is ^a normative_ science _^Qf the moral
,
that is, "|}articulars of right end wrong" gg^?:^^j:g^ j'O ^^




The efforts to define and delimit the subject of
Christian ethics have extended through the past t^^enty
centuries with many different theses presented and even a
greater diversity of emphasis. It has been designated "the
science of Christian life", "moral theology" and "Christian
morals". "The basic principle of Christian ethics is love;
love which includes the elements of justice and marcy
,
righteousness and understanding, resolute action and
responsibility. Since this is the basic principle Christian
ethics is not legalistic; it is not just another set of
rules cxc ideals. It includes ideals but goes further by
considering the motives, intentions, and character of people
This is Christian ethics • love." Newman Smyth asserted,
"No simpler or better definition of Christian ethics could
be given, namely, 'Let us learn to live according to





said Ignatius in tli8 second century. Its
subject matter is broad as human life; its object is to
bring all materials of life under his supreme, formative
principle, according to Christ*." »»The central ethical
notion or category in Christian ethics is obedient love»
• the sort of love the gjospels describe as 'faith that
2
works through love» ." professors Beach and Kiebuhr
emphasize the same tenet, "Christian ethics seys in many
different ways that the Christian life consists in the
response of obedient love to God in whatever he vvills«"3
Sydney Cave summarizes his view in this way, "Christian
ethics are derivative* Since God has so acted, v;hat must
we do?"^ Gerald Smith approaches the topic in a popular
manner when he states, "Christian ethics, like any system
of ethics, seeks to define the highest good and to indicate
how man may attain it . But the clue to the understanding
of this is found in a vital relationship with .Jesus whereby
the Christian is enabled with more or less success to
possess and to exhibit the spirit of Jesus in his behavior."
%ewman Smyth, Christian gthics, p. 1.
%aul Ramsey, Basic Christian Ethics, p. xi,
%aldo Beach and H. Richard Neibuhr, Christian Ethics,
p. 5#
^•'Sydney Cave, The Christian wa^, p. 13
•
^Gerald B. Smith, principles of Christian Living, p. 8*
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Speaking in a Christian trume of reference Canon peter Green
states, "Stkics is the Science of Conduct* Its object is to
determine what conduct is ri^^ht for man. Conduct, as that
word is used in Ethics, may be defined as conscious and
purposeful action, or action directed to an end,"^
Essentially, my thesis is that Christian ethics is a de-
scription of man in his created goodness, his disrupted
existence, and his participation in the Kew Being - all this
from the point of view cf his action toward other beings,
himself, and the ground and aim of his being.*' ^ Dean
Knudson feels "there is no place for both philosophical and
Christian ethics. Christian ethics may be defined as the
science or philosophy of Christian morality .'^ Cronin
emphasizes that ethics is "the science of human conduct as
according with human Reason and as directed by Reason
towards man^ s final natural end," or, it is "the science -
not merely an art ~ of moral good and evil in human acts,"
we wish to emphasize along with the scholars in the
field "the first thing to be said concerning Christian ethicfe
•^peter areen. The rroblem of Right Conduct, p, 1,
^Charles Vv. Kegley and Robert v;. Bretall, The Theology
of Paul Tillich, p. 344.
^Albert C. B:nudson, The principles of Christian gthlcs,
p. 35«
Michael Cronin, The s cie nce of Ethics , p. 1,
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is that it cannot be separated from its religious
foiindatlon."-^ Nevertheless, the fundamental questions for
all ethics have intrigued the most astute thinkers since the
beginnings of moral philosophy. These questions concern the
necessity "to discover the basis of ethics, to display the
meaning of the ethical Ought, and to establish the authority
of the »Categorioal Imperative' • In other words, to find
the answer to what is moral? What do you mean by Right and
wrong? Vv'hat do you mean when you say that I ought to do
right and to abstain from wrong? why should not I disregard
this ought, if I am prepared to take the con se quenee s?"^
Although the systems outside of Christianity do not
supply satisfactory answers to the above ^iuestions, the out-
standing thinkers, especially those of the Greeks, have
exerted a tremendous influence upon the ethical thinking of
Christian theologians of all time. The influence of
j
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle are very much with us today.
Before v;e present the analysis of the survey on some
specific eviuivocal ethical problem areas, we wish to con-






PART 1 1 THE ?OSTUL.\TES OF CERlSTim ETHICS
THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF OOD
Christianity not only affirms tiiat a God of all
Creation exists, but it is most explicit concerning the
kind of God in viiom it believes and to whom it is so un-
swervingly loyal. "Whatever man knows of God he knows
through God* s own revelation of Himself either in the
realm of nature or in the realm of grace, that is to say,
either through God* s work of creation and providence or
through His Holy Book, the Bible. ""^
Materialism, for example , which denies the reality of
the i^irit and ignores the necessary distinction between
matter and the powers of the intellect, looks upon the
universe as indifferent to mankind and human interests.
Various religions, as well as some of the replies, Mve
represented the God of the universe as hostile to man, a
strict autocrat and judge, who demands attention in order
to be appeased. However, Christianity feels the personal,
eternal, omnipotent, omniscient triune "God of Gods and Lor^
2
of lords** is not inimical to his prime creature, but a God
who is righteous and good and Himself is lov«.




"Althougii the entire vorld with all diligence has
endeavored to ascertain what God is, what He has in mind
and does, yet she has never been able to attain to the
knowledge and understanding of any of these things. But in
our Christian faith \ve have everything in richest iieasure,
for in all of the works of His creation, in His redeeming
love as revealed to us in Christ, and in the sanctifying
powers of the Holy Spirit He has Himself revealed and
opened the deepest abyss of His eternal heart and of His
Jholy and indescribable love,"
In his elucidation of the invisible resources of the
Church Dr. Samuel Millar in crystal-like clarity points out,
"of all these resources none is like unto God# To Htm we
owe our existence, and all that is life for einy of U8» He
holds the vvorld in patient hands, yet not without judging
it. He is the end for which all things strive, and in whom
they will be fulfilled in the ultimate destiny of their
history. He is the reality in whose light we see our own
unreality; He is the love in whose grace we see our sin*
He is both in life and beyond it, Without Him there is no
life; with Him life is life eternal. He is our joy and
2peace."




According to Luther, love is not an attribute cif aod,
but a designation of his essence. To this identity of Grod
and love Luther gives expression in the -words, "CJod is him-
self love and his nature is nothing but pure love; so that
if one were to paint such a picture as ^vvould be pure love
representirig the divine nature as the furnace and burning
point of that love vhich fills heaven and earth; and again
if one could paint and make a likeness of love he vxjuld have
to make a picture as vx) uld be neither an inanimate work nor
human. Indeed neither angelic nor heavenly, but God
1
himself."
This concept of God is not based simply upon reasoning
and speculation concerning God»s being, for it surpasses
and exceeds the wisdom, and the powers of reason within man*|
Luther envisioned God as almighty love and righteousness
revealed in Christ; he looked into the heart of Christ and
there found the heart of God. "V/e could never attain to
the kno^wledge of the grace and favor of the Father except
through the Lord Christ, veho is a mirror of the paternal
heart, outside of whom y;e see nothing but an angry and
terrible Judge ."^ According to Zv/ingli, God is known before
Christ. He is the infinite unchangeable power of all
ad I Johin 4:16.




tilings, absolute causality. According to Calvin, God is
the omnipotent will ruling the universe. According to
Luther, God is the omnipotent will ioanifesting His love in
Christ Jesus.
In t-he Bible God reveals His constraining love to us,
A love which elicits a coxaple te trust in Eim, who has given
so graciously of Himself. Furthermore, He has evinced the
necessity for man to reciprocate this love if there is to be
a complete and unified relationship between Himself and His
creatures. For vv'here there is no trust in God»s love, but
indiffererise , insouciance, and even defiance, God, if He is
to remain faithful to His righteousness, justice and holy
love, must punish those who persistently oppose and cut off
themselves from the revelation of His love. "For I the Lord
your God am a jealous God, visiting the iniq.uity of the
fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generation
of those that hate me, but showing steadfast love to
thousands of those who love me and keep niy commandments ••
Luther, who so precisely extolled the magnanimous love
of God just as precisely warns us in his explanations to
the first Commandment and the Close of the Commandnents that|
God *• commands under penalty of eternal wrath '^ to honor and




Majesty witia great earnestness insists upon tJae coia-
mandxrents, is engry witii, and punishes tlaose who despise
them." Main, "God threatens to punish all that transgress
these ooiMiandiaents; therefore we should dread His vwrath and
not act contrary to these co/amandflients" . Luther concludes,
**But He promises grace and every blessing to all that keep
these coamandments" . The same loving God who is so
definite in indicating what He expects of men, namely, "You
2
shall have no other godc before me", and "You shall love
the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul,
3
and with all your mind", even more decisively reveals to
man His consuming love in Christ Jesus.
In Jesus Christians have found the revelation of the
nature and charsacter of God. "Jesus was the manifestation
of the wisdom or the 'moral principle' of God. In Jesus
there was a true discrimination of values. He was the
revelation of what life ought to be and of perfect goodness.
He vievrfed life sub specie aeternitatis. (Whatever else and
more the doctrine of the divinity of Christ means, it at
least means this, that Jesus revealed the goodness of God






or that He revealed the character of GrOd as goodness.
Christians believe that at the heart of the universe is a
Ood of whom Jesus Christ »ls the image '^ The divine, mani- |
fest in the moral perfection of the life of Jesus, as well
2
as in His death," In Jesus we see what God is like as to
His moral nature. The moral yriaciple in ths life of Jesus
is the moral principle of the Being who is at the heart of
all things.
Forty-five per cent of the replies loade reference to
the God of all love as we are privileged to know Him la
Christ. In some cases, however, the application of this
love was frustrated in that they depicted a God who has
revealed His love to man, but seldom was it indicated that
His Icve evokes a Godward trust —- a trust which involves
an expression and responsibility on the part of the recipi-
ent. One gained the feeling that perhaps it might be a
one-way love. No specific mention was made that it is
necessary for man to make a return of love to his heavenly
Father if he is to become whole and cement his relationship
with God.
Some of the clergymen stated most emphatically that
conduct such as narcotic addiction, over-indulgence in
•^Jolossians 1:15,
^A* D. Mattson, Christian Sthios, p, 69.
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alcohol, extra-marital sexual activities, abortions and
murder are contrary to the will of God. Therefore, in His
holy love He must punish these sins in every form. On the
other hand, some pointed out that our just and holy God
would regard these transgressions acccjrding to the circum-
stances in which they u'ere committed. The individual's
motives and intent, which would be involved in these
deviations from the will of God, would be taken into con-
sideration. Several were not concerned as to whether the
counselees had committed sinful acts, but rather how much
these involvements caused the individuals to be emotionally
disturbed or poorly adjusted in their present situations.
Nevertheless, the general consensus of opinion decisively
indicated that a belief in God and His unchangeable
righteousness is a necessary and focal postulate in Christia^i
ethics. With very fev; exceptions, the will of God was the
foundation from v^hich they projected their premises in
determining the ethical responsibilities in the various
situations suggested in the q,uestionnalre»
- 17 -

THE N/kTUHl OF MAN
A biblical Ciaristocentric view of man with varied in-
terpretations was noted both explicitly and implicitly in
the survey replies. Before considering the specific anthro^
pological postulates ?jhich we wish to emphasize in our
thesis, it might be prudent to briefly glance at some of
the opposite theories on the nature of man miiioh in isolated
instances were specifically singled out by the discussants
of the counseling cases.
One line of thought upheld the view that man by nature
is morally good. He is innately a creature of virtue and
possesses in his makeup the poivers to lead an upright and
healthy life. References to Ecolesiastes 7:29 and
Colossians 3:10 were made to substantiate this view.
According to their interpretations the Bible decisively
implies an inherent goodness in man. We might suggest that
among the Greeks, and especially the Stoic teachers, this
view was purported. They emulated the unlimited horizons
of reason within the reach of mortal man. Pelagianism and
Socinianiata espoused this doctrine, and it continued to
influence the theology of semi-Pelagianism, Arminianism and
synergism as well. This theory was particularly prevalent
during the revolutionary movements of the eighteenth oenturj(
and among the modern rationalists. The church freq.uently
- 18 -

lias not found favor with this school of thought because of
the way in v^hich it has lainiiaized the importance of the
divine grace of God in man's temporal and eternal re-
demption. Furthermore, they have stressed man's guileless
nature and his moral capacity and independence as to make
him virtually capable of saving himself through his ov^n
powers if his environment and societal relationships would
[ not contaminate him. The influence of this theory has been
ll
most significant in tha subseq.uent theology and practice of
ii
various Protestant denominations. In literature it has
! fresiuently made its appearance in subtle expressions rather
i'i
ji than in more formal statements. In tjuite anotiuar manner
j
some of the replies did not ignore the moral aspects of this
view but they also treated sin and its consequences rather
lightly, not as something positive but as something "a
counselee might have to endure or grow out of '
The other view exposed man as an innately depraved
creature who presently commences his life and exists in a
corrupted state, with an inclination toward evil. Even
more vociferously than their counterparts an appeal was
made to the scriptures to substantiate their views.
"Behold I was brought forth in iniquity, and in sin did my





I "Tiiat wJaioia is born of flesii Is flesh" and St, Paul's
emphasis on the degradation of man were cited. The Augus-
tinian doctrine of native depravity influenced later
theology and certainly is not laclcing in present day ex-
ponents. Likewise, the complete corruption of man's nature
30 graphically depicted by Calvin was most evident in the
counseling philosophies of the various men. ,ilthough there
definitely were a number of individuals who were adherents
of these extreme points of view, most of the gentlemen made
admirable efforts to reconcile the two polarities,
Man in the i^ge^ o^J»og
The participants in complete accord with Christianity
affirmed that one of the basic principles of Christian
morality is that man was created in the image of God. Man
was explicitly referred to as a moral agent who is able to
\
perceive the right and the wrong and choose between them.
I
As such he is a free moral agent with the commensurate
I responsibility to his Creator, himself and his fellow
\
creatures for his actions. The integrity, dignity and
i
worth of man as the prime representative of G-od's creation
with dominion over all other elements and creatures in the
cosmos was frequently brought into the discussions.




interpretations to the biblical postulate: "Then God said,
'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the
birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the
earth.' so God created man in his own image, in the Image
1
of God he created him; male and female he created them*"
Nicholas A. Berdyaev says, "Tlie most important part of
Christian teaching about man is that he is fashioned in the
image and likeness of God; he reflects the highest in
material creation; he is the child of God, and not merely
a drop in the vast ocean of nature."^ Man v^as created in
God's image, a divine likeness consisting in man's true and
thorough knowledge of God and of spiritual things and in hia|
perfect righteousness and holiness .^ In his original state
the "divine image in man consisted not simply in man's
original endowment with intelligence and will, so that he,
in contradistinction to all animals, was a rational being,
but above all in the right disposition of his intellect and
v?ill, so that by means of his undepraved intellect he knevs;
God and divine things and by means of his uncorrupt will
^Genesis, 1:26,27.
Tlioholas A. Berdyaev, Christendom I , p. 419.
3gpiiesians 4:24; Colossians 3:10,
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desired only that whicJi God wills, /Iso his appetition was
in coinplete accord with the divine norm of holiness, so that
in the st^te of integrity man was entirely upright and
uncorrupt in all his endowments, powers and attributes."
Ramsey feels that most of the theories concerning the
Imago Dei fall into two general categories, "One view
singles out something within the substantial form of human
nature, some faculty or capacity man possesses, and identi-
fies this as the thing which distinguishes man from physical
nature and from other animals,"*^ In the second approach
"the image of God is rather to be understood as a relation-
ship Y^ithin vvhich man sometimes stands, whenever like a
mirror he obediently reflects God's will in his life and
actions".^ To illustrate the former he indicates man may be
defined as "homo faber" or more freq.uently, some inner
capacity of mind, or soul, or will is identified as the
image of God within man. The Stoics spoke of the ''divine
spark" within man, by which man shares in the "eternal fire"
pervading all nature. Aristotle entertained a view which is
held by the average man and often enters into his arguments








other creatures by iiis rational eapacities. "Instead of
reason other asi^iots of human nature, themselves not so cool
or dispassionate in their functioning, iaay be defined &s the
image of God, Influenced by romanticism VT?e may incline
to'ward the belief th^t the capacity most commanding respect
is man's faculty for imagination and artistic creativity.
Influenced by Kant»s dictum that 'nothing in the whole
world, or even outside of the world, can possibly be re-
garded as good without limitation except a good will,' we
may be greatly impressed with man's moral capacity, his
moral v;ill or moral freedom, and call theb-.- ^ae image of
God in him." In very much the same way the personalistic
idealism is expounded by A. C. Knudson in his principles
of Christian Ethics as the image of God defined as some
capacity which is native to man or some part of the sub-
3
stantial form of his natur-e.
In the course of Christian history the second approach
has made the most distinctive explications of man in the
image of God. St. Paul undoubtedly has initiated this
approach v/hich is concretely and decisively Ohristocentric.
Although Augustine, Barth, Kierkegaard and Bormoffer, to
Thomas Kingamill Abbott, KantJ^s Theory of Ethics, p. 9.
Ramsey, p. 251.
knudson, p. 64 ff •
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mention a fev/, liave in one way or another formulated their
thinking on this premise, they havG not iL.,,xw:vv.d on St,
Paul's, "Jesus Christ is %h^ image of the iiiyisibie God, the
1first-born of all creation'% Jesus is the God-man, the
perfect man and true man as he really is. The existence of
Jesus defines the character, contradiction and consummation
of human existence. The fullness of his stature recreates
that image in which man was originally created. To these
men Jesus is central in understanding the image of God and
for that matter the understanding of n^iture itself. "For it
is the God who said 'Let light shine out of derkness' who
has shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge
of the glory of God in the face of Christ."^
Taking his conclusion one step further Hamsey agrees
with Kierkegaard, "only when God has infinitely become the
eternal and omnipresent object of worship, tind man alYi?ays a
worshipper, do they resemble one anotlxr, ana v*e can
resemble God only in loving,"^
We do not have the space to discuss the philosophical




^Soren Kierkegaard, works of Love , p. 52.
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the nature of man most commonly accepted in our day is that
given by naturalis.Ti in its various forms. Naturalism sees
no essential discontinuity between man and physical nature
or bet^veen an individual human being and his social environ-
ment. »I 3M not much more than an animal tau^^ht to dance by-
blows and scanty fare.*-^ This statement of Nietzsche* s sums
up the naturalistic reduction of the stature of man to the
level of nature, although his Vvords *not much more* allow
some slight room for special human dignity." Ramsey
summarizes his critique of naturalism by stating, "if ever
the truth of some form of naturalism were established, pre-
cisely then nothing could be more certain than that
naturalism is false".
^
The ministers in the survey reflected that man is mean-
ingless when an attempt is made to understand him apart from
his Creator in whose image he y./as created. Before his
,
loving Father man is special - for God created him in his
image. The Bible clearly ascribes to man a uniqueness,
worth and distinctiveness in his personal relation to God, a
feet which was emphasized as a prerequisite in responsible
counseling.





Van his will end freedom
Ethics, especially Christian ethics, is vitally con-
cerned v;ith the will and its peculiar capacities. This is
true because man as he was created in the Imago Dei and as
he now attempts to adjust to his pirescnt existence "is not
only an intellectual being, (capable of knov.in^) and a
sensitive being (possessed of feeling) but also a volitional
being. That is, a being cndov/ed with self-determining
activity."^
The will has been called the capacity of the mind to
choose and to execute ; the autonomy of the Ego or self and
more popularly the free-will. This subject presents a
problem and also definite significance in responsible
counseling. The nature of freedom has been indecisively
debated since time immejocrial and there tre some i^vho feel
the problem of the vvill is almost the history of philosophy.
The questions ere immediately before us. Does the indi-
vidual hcive the power to transcend the gulf between the
natural cind the spiritual? Can man be held responsible for
his acts? Does man have the power of choice, the endowment
to decide between right and wrong? Is man a moral, self-
conscious, self-determining being?
In most Christian circles the answers to these




questions are aff irmati've . In fact, some theologians are so
peremptory, additional discussion is deemed unnecessary.
llo^fjQyQTf many Individuals cut at the very roots of Christian
ethical theory by denying the freedom of the will or the
reality or necessity of moral Judgments.
If man is to be held responsible for his acts it followij
he must have freedom. On the other hand, if ri man "must"
will and do that which he wills and does, he cannot be held
responsible for his actions. '*If I have no freedom whatso-
ever, no ability to act differently from what I actually do,
the sense of obligation and responsibility that I have must
be regarded as an illusion, as a instinctive feeling that
has gone astray."-^ These premises for the most part are
accepted. Hov^^ever, the difficulties present themselves when
an attempt is made to reconcile this position with divine
providence, v;ith divine grace, with the influence of man»s
existential situation.
For the purpose of our thesis we shall consider the
Christian premise, previously stated, as valid without
demonstrating it; not because it cannot be demonstrated, but
because the demonstration of it belongs to a science other
than that vwith which we are prirasirily concerned. Neverthe-




difficulties as the following whicii are constantly with us.
The more coiamou of these , for example , is the moral
relativist. There are many of these persons today who deny
the existence of moral distinctions as anything more than
differences of individual taste and feeling. Their attitude
and approach perhaps can be illustrated by the following
question, "How can there be a science of ethics or a dogma
of morality when right and wrong are simply matters of
individual preference and bias?"
Closely related to the above individuals, who not only
reject the freedom of the will, but also deny that the dis-
tinctions of Right and Wrong liave any validity are what
Canon Green calls the social Unmoralists. They "regard all
moral systems as the purely irrational product of the pre-
vailing social organization." To illustrate he refers to the
view which Marx has somewhat illogically grafted on to his
determinist conception of society. As every material object
casts a shadow, so, according to the Marxist view, every
sociel system, itself determined by purely materialistic
forces, carries with it a corresponding ethical system. If
the economic organization of society changes, the ethical
beliefs of men will automatically change with it.




postulate is (iulte apparent in their denial of the Ultimate
Source of Right, God, the eternal, personal, self-existent
,
and perfect Creator, Preserver and Redeemer of the world.
Although it is vitally important to theology, philoso-
phy and psychology, recent scholars have devoted little
effort to the difficulties connected with the problems of
moral freedom. Green discussed the hypothesis that denies
the freedom of the will, which is called determinism or
necessitarianism under the topics of psychological and meta-
physical determinism. He felt both problems v^ere old-
fashioned and out-of-date but needed elaboration, because
;
psychological determinism lingered among the less-educated,
aiid the metaphysical determinism was receiving a new lease
on life through the growth of the Marxism philosophy in the
working class. However, for him man "is not determined by-
final causes but in truth in a self-creating being".-'- This
is the important factor for life and ethical theory.
Shortly after the turn of the century, Alexander
indicated the enigmas were centered in the "scientific,
psychological and theological. On the part of the natural
science it is claimed that man is subject, like everything
else, to physical necessity. From the psychological stand-





by the strongest motl-ve. On the theological side it is
alleged that human freedom is incompatible with divine
! Sovereignty. ""^
||
Dr. Mattson advances three types of deteiminism with a
.
slightly different but significant emphasis. The first is
theological. It deduces the impossibility of the freedom of
the will from the pov;er of human sin, from the work of
divine grace, or from the omnipotence and omniscience of God|
and issues in the doctrine of predestination. Knudson feels
it is "based on the belief in the absoluteness of the divine
grace and in the absoluteness of divine sovereignty. ;Yhat
theological determinists have been primarily concerned about
has been to make man completely dependent upon the divine
grace for his redemption. And this they have thought they
could do only by denying to man in his fallen state the
power of contrary choice and by identifying true freedom
with the inability to sin or with spontaneity in the right
direction - a spontaneity, however, which does not belong to
our human nature but which is the gift of God, wrougi:jfc in us
by the Divine Spirit, we ourselves according to this theory
have no real freedom. "2






materialistic, pantheistic, or fatalistic form. Jurtiier
i interpretation indicates, "Naturalistic determinism is based
,j on the idea of uniyersal and impersonal causality. On this
!;!
basis there can be no freedom of contrary choice. Everything
is determined by its antecedents cr by its place in the
cosmic system as a whole. This applies to human beings as
well as to material objects."
The third type is psychological. Man is absolutely
predetermined by inner necessity and environment. Herbert
Spencer an exponent of Determinism commented, the "physical
changes either conform to law or they do not. If they do
not conform to law this work, in common vi?ith all works on th^
subject, is sheer nonsense; no science of psychology is
possible . If they do conform to law» there cannot be any
2
such thing as free will."
On the other hand, indeterminism, or libertarianism,
insists upon absolute liberty of choice of the individual,
and denies that necessity or continuity determines conduct.
In its theological form the indeterministic attitude is
represented by the various forms of Pelagianism. "The
advocates of the free will, the pelagians, taught that man
by his own powers, without the grace of the Holy Ghost, can
%nudson, p, 80.




turn himself to God. The semi-pelagians teach that man by
his own powers can make a beginning of his conversion. The
synergists teach that man is too weak to make a beginning,
but can cooperate and add something, though little and
feeble to it."^
Psychologically James attempted to solve the dilemina
by resorting to the idea of "chance" v^hich he defines as a
purely relative term, giving us no information about that
which is predicated, except that it happens to be dis-
connected with something else - not controlled, secured or
necessitated by other things in advance of its own actual
2
presence*
The difficulty with many of the indeterministic
positions is the indication that will functions as something
external. The v/ill is not something apart from personality,
but an aspect of man»s total being, his innate dispositions,
habits, environment and heredity are decisive factors in
determining his choices. Over against these two posits we
must "affirm self -determinism; it is the v/hole man who wills
and not a faculty distinct from others.-^
Theodore Engelder, popular Symbolics, p. 42.
^James, The will to Believe, p. 154.





Dr. Tillioh states the "traditional discussion of
determinism and inde termini sm necessarily is inconclusive
because it moves on a level which is secondary to the level
on which the polarity of freedom and destiny lies. They are
theoretically impossible because by implication they deny
their claim to express truth. Truth presupposes a decision
for the true against the false. Both determinism and inde-
terminism make such a decision unintelligible. This dis-
cussion concerning the * freedom of the will* is an
t>bjectified» form of the ontological tension between freedom
and destiny. Both partners in this discussion defend an
jj
ontological element without which being could not be con-
ceived. Therefore, they are right in what they affirm but
va^ong in what they negate. The determinist does not see thai|
the "very affirmation of determinism as true presupposes the
freedom of decision between true and falsa, and the inde-
terminist does not see that the very potentiality of making
decisions presupposes a personality structure which includes
destiny,"^
The self-determining power of mortal being is
\ recognized either explicitly or implicitly in the Bible,
Man is never portrayed as if be were a mere automaton run in
terms of "mechanistic determinacy" or in terms of an
^Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. I, p. 182 ff
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"Indeterministio contingency" sometimes erroneously called
freedom. WJien our first parents were commanded to eat of
tiie fruit of the garden and were forbidden to eat of the tre^
of knowledge of good and evil, the situation connotes, ipso
facto, that man was endued with the power of choice. Every
command, every exhortation, every appeal in the Bihle,
implies freedom of the will, "Come to me, all virho labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest." "But seek
first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all of tiies©
things shall be yours as well."^ "Judge not, that you be
not judged."^ are exhortations vshich would be absurd if the
will of man was pre-determined. These all denote oonative
ability.
"Freedom is a basic principle, in fact a sine (iua non,"^
of moral agency. If the Ego has no power of choice, it is
dominated by necessity and completely divested of all
ethical capacities. "Without real freedom, without the
freedom of contrary choice, there can be no real obligation
and no real responsibility, v/ithout it the moral life v/ould








Christianity oertelnly has some specific contributions
to make regarding this most important postulate, the freedom
of the will. "The Angus tinian view tlBt since the Fall of
Adam every man has been under the necessity of sinning
implies that man* s will is completely under the control of
sin and cannot avoid sinning in any of its acts. Vi'hile
Reinhold Kiebuhr rejects the doctrine of a 'necessity* to
sin, his theory of the 'inevitability* of sin is very close
to this Augustinian doctrine." "The will", he says, "is
capable of transcending past sin to the extent that it can
feel regret for it in a later act of contemplation, but it
cannot avoid sin in any of its futiire acts."*^
In matters of civil or conventional morality sometimes
j
referred to as "civil righteousness" Christianity upholds
j the will's freedom. The Bible does not Indicate that man Is
the victim of his peculiar circumstances. He is capable, in
this sphere of life, to choose between the right and the
wrong and act upon his decision. "The human has liberty in
the choice of works and things 7^hich reason comprehends by
itself. It can to a certain extent render civil righteous-
ness, or the righteousness of vi?orks; it can speak of God,
offer to God a certain service by an outward work, obey
George F. Thomas, Christian Ethics and Moral
£441oso£h;^, p. 194.
Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man, p, 277
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magistrates, parents; in the choice of an outward work it
can restrain the hands from murder, from adultery, from
theft* since there is left in human nature reason and judg-
ment conoernii^ objects subjected to the senses, choice
between these things, and the liberty and power to render
civil righteousness, are also left,"
However, it is iBcessary to remember, that man»s free
will is definitely limited by his sinful condition. "Uid
you he made alive, when you were dead through the trespasses
and sins in which you once walked, following the course of
this world, following the prince of the power of the air,
the spirit that is now at work in the sons of disobedience #"2
"The power of concupiscence is such that men more frec^uently
obey evil dispositions than sound judgment. And the devil,
who is efficacious in the godless, does not cease to incite
this feeble nature to various offenses. These are the
reasons why civil rit^;tLtecusness is rare among men, as ive see
tiat not even the philosophers themselves, who seem to iiave
aspired after this rightsousnesa, attained it,''^
However, *^in the spiritual i^ealm the Bible indicates
the loss of the freedom of the will in spiritual ^aatters.
^Apology of the Augsburg Confession, Art. XYIII, 70.
^Ephesians 3si»2,
3Apology. Art. XVIII, 71.
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TMs means tliat man througii the fall has not lost liis free
will; for altiiough corrupt man is so perverted that he
cannot do otherwise than sin (non potest non peccare), he
nevertheless sins not against his will, but of his own free
will. In other vxjrds, he is never coerced to sin, but
comiQits sin of his oxvn choice."^ "The q.uestion is not
whether the essence of the will has survived the Fall; for
this we emphatically maintain, namely, that man has not lost
his vvill, but the soundness of it."^
The term free will frequently is interpreted to signify-
that man possesses a spiritual potential to desire that
which is spiritually good, to prepare himself for the divine
grace, to fulfill the divine Law out of true love for God,
to accept and believe the Gospel, and thus either to convert
himself entirely or at least cooperate in his personal
conversion and reconciliation with his Creator. If we use
the phrase free will in this manner, we are confronted with
such Scriptural passages as: "The unspiritual xaan does not
receive the gifts of the Spirit of God, for they are folly
to him, and he is not able to understand them because they
are spiritually discerned."-^ "No man can come to me unless
%uell6r, p. 236.




tiie Father who sent me draws iiim." "For the mind that is
set on the fiesh is hostile to God; it does not submit to
God's law, indeed it cannot; and those who are in the flesh
2
cannot pleai^e God." Quite explicitly they show that man
does not receive the spiritual things, but regards them as
foolishness, indeed, if he is dead through the trespasses
and sins-^ he certainly is without the power to will that
which is spiritually good, to apply himself to divine grace,
and to prepare himself for, or to cooperate in his
conversion.
The Formula of Concord says, in explanation: "in
spiritual and divine things, vihich pertain to the salvation
of the soul, man is like a pillar of salt, like Lot*s wife,
yea, like a log and a stone, like a lifeless statue, which
uses neither eyes nor mouth, neither sense nor heart. For
man neither sees nor perceives the terrible and fierce wrath
of God on account of sin and death, but ever continues in
his security, even knowingly and willingly. All teaching
and preaching is lost upon him until he is enlightened, con-
verted, and regenerated by the Holy Ghost. Therefore it is






will of the natural inan all aptnesc, skill, capacity, and
ability to think, to understand, to be able to do, to begin,
to will to undertake, to act, to work, or to concur in
working, anytiiing good and right in spiritual things as of
himself."-^
The psychological point of view more and more is
emphasizing the necessity of freedom in effective counseling
of the total being. The deterministic picture of personality
is represented most explicitly in Freudian psychoanalysis.
The psychotherapist Otto Hank has specifically pointed out
the importance of freedom and its concomitant factor
responsibility in his school. Formerly one of Freud's
intimate associates, Rank finally was forced to braak.with
him because of Freud's refusal to admit the centrality of
creative will in psychoanalytic treatment. In his books
Will Thera^;^ and Truth and Reality he discusses the function
of the will in personality and the importance of such
4.ualities as freedom, personal autonomy, and moral responsi-
bility. Concerning the importance of our topic he says,
"The creative type is able to create voluntarily from the
Impulsive elements and moreover to develop his standards
beyond identifications of the super-ego morality to an ideal
formation which consciously guides and rules this creative
formula of Concord, II. Free Will.
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will in terms of personality, Tiie essential point in this
process is the fact that he evolves his ego ideal from him-
self, not merely on the ground of given but also of self-
chosen factors which he strives after consciously,"^ Along
with many other members of his fraternity he feels that we
must take into consideration in all treatment that the
individual creates his own personality by creative willing,
and that neurosis is due precisely to the fact that the
clients cannot will constructively.
The truest form and highest standard of freedom is the
freedom of tx Christian man which is ours in and through
faith in Christ.'^ However, it is noted that this freedom
is not a license. It is not a liberty to sin and then trust
in the goodness and mercy of G-od for forgiveness. In several
instances in the survey it was mentioned, in effect, that
the grace of God is not a cloak for maliciousness. The
Gospel is the good news that Jesus Christ has come to set
3
man free from both the guilt and the pov»?er of sln,*^
True Christian liberty and freedom consists in the
agreement of the human will with the divine v;ill. v/hen the
human will has been permeated and enveloped by the divine
^Otto Rank, Truth and Reality, p. 9.




love and man comes to the point where he desires to do the
things which God wants him to do, this is no longer de-
terminism, necessity or restraint. Man is free and haa
attained the highest type of freedom. In actuality he is
free by being truly bound in God. Thus spiritual freedom
does not consist in the ability to sin, but in finding
oneself in harmony with the Moral Intelligence which is at
the heart of our existence.
In order to utilize this great force of freedom in a
responsible manner, it is essential for our chaplain/
ministerial counselors to assist the counselee to an ac-
ceptance of his personal responsibility for the conduct and
outcome of his life. They will assist him to see and under-
stand the profound significance of the power of choice in
his life; how all past and present experience, and even the
great cogencies of the unconscious must be considered; but
in the final analysis they will assist him to appropriate
and employ his potentials of freedom: first of all, to
enable him to live an honorable life and to choose in
matters comprehended by his reason; and, secondly, to
appropriate for himself through faith the enduring freedom
which is his through Christ.
Man the sinner
Christian ethics presupposes the Christian doctrine of
sin. Man was created in the image of God with distinct
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qualities of uniqueness. He could listen ^and speak to God,
he could love and be loved by God, he could obey or disobey
God. Man rebelled against God. Man sinned. Most Christian
theologians consider this basic to the understanding of man
in the light of God. Therefore, it follows that Christian
ethics Jdust entertain a view which is consistent with the
truths of revelation and in harmony v«ith the facts of life.
A fallacious or inadeq.uate conception of sin and its sig-
nificance in man* s life is as detrimental to Ethics as it is
to Dogmatics. This premise certainly was substantiated in
the survey replies. Repeatedly the interpretations of evil
colored the counseling philosophies and dicta tj3d specific
approaches to the ethical problems.
"Be gracious to me, Lord, for I am in distress; my
eye is vmsted from grief, my soul and my body also. For my
life is spent vvith sorrov;, and my years v.ith sighing; my
strength fails because of my misery, and my bones waste
away."-*-
"Have mercy on me, God, according to thy steadfast
love; according to thy abundant mercy blot out my trans-
gressions, i^/ash me thoroughly from my iniquity, and cleanse
me from my sin. For 1 know my transgressions, and my sin is




done that which is evil in thy sight, so that thou art
justified in thy sentence and blameless in thy judgment.
Behold I was brought forth in iniquity, and in sin did my
mother conceive me."
Thus the anguished heart of man recognizes what we
might call the antithesis of Hight in his life, a negative
condit ion which he constantly must face . He is confronted
2With the "tyranny of the sliould" . There is the inexorable
demand of a. standard wnich is somehow a part of man and a
part of reality, yet which he is continually violating, not
because ne does not Know what he "should" do, but because he
does not will to do so.
It is not in the province of this paper to discuss the
complete nature and dynamics of sin, nevertheless, its para-
mount importance in all existence and its focal point in the
survey ansvvers, '»ve feel, suggests a brief consideration of
some of the major features of the concept of sin.
Huxaan understanding is generally quite willing to
acknowledge the fact of sin within our lives. The Biblical
record attests the universality of sin: "No one is good
%salm 51: 1-5 •
%aren Horney, N£ur^®i£ f£5 SH^M Growth, cf . Chapter
three for a more extensive discussion oT '^HTs concept.
^avid S. Roberts, Ps^hother^^jj and a Christian View of




but God alone" ; and "all have sinned and fall short of the
2glory of God". This is -vividly substaatlatQd by personal
experience* However, the definitions of its essence and
nature that are given on the basis of hmaan dialectics are
at best in an eq.uivocal state. On the cne hand its precise
definition as an act ,«hich can separate jnan eternally from
his God and on the other, a vague, nominalistic interpre-
tation \'«hioh has no loore significance than thtit it is a
stage in iDan*s development toward perfection is a striking
reminder that the doctrine of sin cannot be simply dismissed
Throughout the course of history, with periodic lapses
in emphasis, man has been directed to insist on his dignity
and to minimize his finite characteristics and his aber-
rations from the straight and narrow. Of course, he has
been cognizant of the evils v.hich enfilade him from without
and within. Rather than face the reality of his sinful
nature he has nobly attempted to attribute his situation to
various phenomena. . .or even tried to convince himself that
sin does not really exist, but is merely the delusion of
mortal mind. It has been asserted that sin is actually
nothing but lack of knc^ledge or ignorance. If you do away





Plato proposed tiiat "we fail because we err; improvemeat of
understanding uoeans improvement of moriils" . Hitsoiil favored
this vie-^. He understood sin to be a lack of reverence and
faith in God and placed tne things of inferior worth above
the "highest ^od-', but he attributed the cause for these
fallacies in nian* s lack of kno-^ledge of God as the "highest
good" .
"Flacius maintained that original sin is not an
accident or attribute but tiie very substance and essence of
fallen man. Similarly Swingli felt original sin Is only a
defect 'fhich one derives from bii^th without his awn fault,
1
and therefore it involves no guilt." Spinoza, and in a
somewhat different way Leibnitz, for example, considered sin
as nothing but '/weakness due to the fact that man is a finite
being and therefore defective and limited in his capacities.
Again, sin has been considered as a necessary element in the
development of man, a transitional stage through which he
must pass in order to advance from unconscious to conscious
moral freedom. This \ms the view, for example, of Schiller
(Adam»s sin was 'reason's first venture, the first beginning
of his moral existence'), Goethe, and especially the
pantheist Hegel. "^




In certain of tJie v^ritings of Augustine, Aquinas and
LutJier, we see an empiiasis on every departure from the law
or norm of the Eternal Right. In his Contra Faust Augustine
defines sin as "a word, deed, or desire, contrary to the
eternal law", Aquinas calls it "nothing else than an evil
2human act. . .lacking in conformity vath its due measure".
Luther in his Small Catechism explanation states, '^sin is
any thought, feeling, word or act which is contrary to the
3
will of God"."^ Dr. Neibuhr explains Dr. Tillich's interpre-
tation of sin in this way: "Sin, Tillich declares in his
Propositions, is the disruption of the essential unity
between God and man by man»s actualized freedom. Sin is
Suende' , Sonderung' , separation. Up to this point sin is
an ontological fate, that is, the fate of all particular
existences in time. But he goes on to say, »Sln is funda-
mentally » unbelief* which includes theoretical denial and
practical disobedience*. This second definition makes sin a
historic corruption, as in the Bible. He thinks of these
two facets as two dimensions of sin, but the ontological
outweighs the historical. »4
^Augustine, Contra Faust, XXII, 2?.
^Aquinas, Summa Theologica , I-II, q.71, a. 6.





"Considered etymologically sin is, in the first place,
a negative concept, and as such it denotes man's lack of
rigiiteousness or lack of conformity with the divine law.
1
(carentia conf ormitatis cum lege). But sin is also a
positive concept, and as such it denotes opposition to or
transgression of, the Law, so that positively sin is a
violation ctf the Law,"^
The New Testament words used to denote the concept of
sin give us some insight into the essence and nature of sin,
4>/^cLZ7/7 dL- denotes a failing to hit the mark. In the New
Testament it is always used in the ethical sense. Thus, it
has significance in failing to attain the marK as revealed
in Jesus Christ, It Ima reference to both the act and to
the result, gtVb /c /^iL> means lawlessness, the condition of
one without law, either because of ignorance of it, or
because of violation of it , ^ff^pa^Tpr^WLod^ is sometimes
used in a milder sense denoting a lapse or deviation from
truth and uprightness, a sin, misdeed. Q^^^fi^J^ implies
a want of reverence toward God, impiety, ungodliness, works
of ungodliness. Dr. Mattson emphasizes, tint "it implies
opposition to God. Sin is not only anti-ethical but it is






horizontal implications but there is always a predominant
vertical and religious reference. Obedience or disobedience
to God is the primary consideration. The ethics of the New
Testament is always God-conscious. Sin is not only a trans-
gression of the moral but all sin is ultimately sin against
God."^
Sin has no eternal existence as a substance antago-
nistic to God, It is something v/hich cannot exist apart
from a personal being. Sin is something a man does. Its
locus is in the will of man, though the body shares in it.
Sin is a man's personal act. Although we often speak of the
sins of society this really is not valid because sin must
always be associated with the person. Therefore, sin is
personal but it has its social consequences.
At this point I vxjuld mention a highly significant
factor in the counseling situation. In accepting the
counselee the Counselor should distinguish between sin and
the sinner. Sin is a quality of the human ego and that ego
is not to be identified with any particular quality which
characterizes it. Therefore, it is possible to exemplify
Christ's example of loving the sinner and hating his sin.
In the event the Counselor violates this principle, his




relationship. It must be remembered that the essence of
human nature is not sin.
"You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the
great and first commandment. And a second is like it, You
shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two command-
1
ments depend all the law and the prophets." "Love is the
fulfilling of the law."^ The opposite of love as we Imow
it in Christ is the real essence of sin. A lack of love, or
lovelessness is the heart of sin. Ramsey, who thinks of
Christian ethics in terms of obedient love, offers these
summary definitions of what sin means: »»The opposite of all
that Christian love means. Any falling short of dis-
interested love for neighbor for his own sake, love cut to
the measure of Christ's love, any falling short of the
strenuous teachings of Jesus, any falling short of the full
definition of obligation contained in I Corinthians 13 -
this is what is xisant when Christians speak of man as sinful,
If we ought to have *falth effective through love» , then sin
means » pride (or anxiety, the opposite of faith) working







Is there an explicit cause of sin? Does sin originate
within man or find its genesis in a force from without man?
Is man totally depraved or is man endowed with the potential
to be without sin and keep the commandments of Ood if he
wills to do so? How do we explain the origin of sin?
"we have observed that, in the main, contemporary-
Christianity has abandoned the idea of the inheritance of
sin from Adam," states Ramsey. "How, then account for the
origin of sin? The only answer that can be given to this
question is to say that sin does not originate from anything
besides man's own will. This is the ultimate meaning of
'original sin* ; that every man is his own Adam, sin originate
with him, he does not sin on account of anything. The evil
which man does because of ignorance, bad environment, etc,
may indeed be evil, but not on that account sinful. Even
temptation does not compel; it only entices. Only by sin
does sin come into the world. "^
Bertrand Russell "feels most psychoanalysts make much
of the sense of guilt or sin, which many of them seem to
regard as innate. I cannot agree with them in this. I
believe the psychological origin of the sense of guilt in
the young to be fear of punishment or disapproval by parents
or whoever is in authority. I conclude that 'sin*, except




In the sense of conduct toward wiiich the agent, or the
community, feels an emotion of disapproval, is a mistaken
concept, calculated to promote needless cruelty and vin-
i
i dictiveness when it is others that are thought to sin, and
I




A viewpoint of modern liberal theologians is presented
by Dr. Tennant in his treatise The Concept of sin.
According to him the essence of sin is comprised in deeds
of the will that are in "conscious operation" to a known
moral law, which is known by Revelation as God»s will. How-
ever, an individual bereft of religion Is not capable of sin
and therefore has no responsibility for his acts. «If we
press the indispensableness of the religious elecient in the
concept of sin, and if we adopt the psychical definition of
religion, then it will follow that persons - if there be,
possessing no religion - who v;ould confess, that is to say,
to entertaining no ideas of deity or of the supernatural,
and to feeling no religious sentiment of any sort - cannot
be accounted sinners at all, in the sense which we agree to
use that terms, however morally evil, even from their ovai
2point of view, may be their lives."
••Bertrand Russell, Human Society in Ethics and Politics
,
p. 80.




A brief perusal of these views of the origin and
concept of sin facilitates the understanding of Reinhold
Niebuhr's polemical presentation of his Scriptural interpre-
tation. "The Christian doctrine of sin in its classical
form offends both rationalists and iaoralists by maintaining
the seemingly absurd position that man sins inevitably and
by a fateful necessity but that he is nevertheless to be
held responsible for actions which are prompted by an
ineluctable fate."
Biblical sources insist that in no sense is God the
cause and author of sin, "God must be charged with sin
neither directly (God created man with the evil tendency
to sin«) not indirectly ( *God Is a cause of sin in so far as
He concurs in evil actions.' quoad materiale) ;"^ nor does He
in any way incite man to sin. "Let no one say when he is
tempted, »I am tempted by God* ; for God cannot be tempted
with evil and he hixoself tetaptc no one."-^ Although
Pantheistic determinism in opposition to this position would
charge God with being the cause of sin and some rationalists
would extend this to deny the reality of sin, the Bible
forthrightly attests that God has no pleasure In wickedness







and in no way concurs, approves or absts sin in any person
•
Furtiienaore, "accordir^, to Scripture the external, or
remote, yet principal cause of sin is the devil who sinned
from the beginning, and then seduced miin. into sin. The
internal and directly efficient cause of sin is man»s
corrupt will \^ich permits itself to be enticed into sin by
Satan. "2 ij;)^q Augsburg Confession states: "/dthou^h God
does create and preserve nature, yet the cause of sin is the
will of the x-dcked, that is, of the devil and ungodly man."^
St. Paul confirms our association with the sin of the first
man: "Therefore as sin came into the vvorld through one man
and death through sin, and so death spread to all men
because all men sinned."^ Paul also points out that even
though man is a prisoner of his propensity to sin he never-
theless is responsible for his sins: "So they are without
excuse for although they knev; God they did not honor him
as God."^ Man»s predicament is illustrated by Augustine:
"Man«s nature tvas indeed at first created faultless and
without sin; but nature as man now has it into -^vhich Q-9Qry
^I John 3:8.
^Idem.





one wJio is born from Adam, wants the physician, being no
longer in a healthy state. All good qualities vhich it
still possesses. . .it has from the most High Ood, its Creator
and Maker. But the flaw which daricens and weakens ell these
natural goods, it has not contracted from its blameless
Creator .. .but from that original sin viiioh it committed of
its ovsn free will.»«l
Man is born in the grips of original sin which usans
the guilt of /,dam is imputed to him. "One man«s trespass
led to condemnation for all men. ..by one man's disobedience
many were made sinners,"^ The Scrlptires also connect
an o t lie r characteristic of original sin, hereditary cor-
ruption, with the natural mod© of generation. "Behold I was
brought forth in iniquity, end tn sin did my mother conceive
fl)Q,n3 "That which is born of flesh is flesh. "^ This Is not
a sin which men do or commit in their lives, but a sinful
condition of their nature, which they have inherited by
birth. "Since the fall of Adam, all men begotten in a
natural way are born with sin, that is, without fear of God,
without trust in Ood, with concupiscence; and this disease.
^Augustine, Treatise on Nature and Grace , Ch. 3 Anti'
Pelagian vors, VoTT^rT""? .""S 3^~
~
Romans 5: IB, 19.





or vioe of origin, is truly sin, even now condemning and
bringing eternal vvrath upon tiiose not born ©gain through
Baptism and the Holy Ghost ,"^
Luther most graphically refers to original sin as
"person sin", "nature sin", or "essential sin", because it
is «not a sin vhich is committed", but one which "inheres
In the nature, substance, and essence of man, so that,
though no wicked thouriht ever should arise in tne heart of
corrupt man, no idle word were spoken, no wicked deed were
done, yet the nature is nevertiisless corrupted through
original sin."^
Original sin has specific ethical significance in that
as it contaminates the nature of man, in particular the
limitation of his will, it serves as a fountainhead for the
innumerable actual transgressions with which man is inevi-
tably associated. "So then it is no longer I tint do it,
but sin which dwells within me,"-^ Thus the heart of man is
perverted. "For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder,
adultery, fornication, theft, false witness, slander"^
Reason no longer is fully reliable and is spiritually
^Augsburg Confession, article II.





ignorant. It bas become highly susceptible to self-
centered rationalizations and the influence of personal
desires and the contingencies of its environment. The
eiUDtions, passions and natural appetites of man also have
become distorted. Man no longer can enjoy the two polarittei
in his life of being both free and bound but now as
Kierkegaard hes analyzed it so aptly man is filled with
2
anxiety v/hich leads to sin. Likewise, the natural passions
or appetites, for example, the sexual impulse in many
instances has ceased to be the joy and blessing the creator
intended it to be. In fact, these appetites have been so
grossly misused and have usurped such a prominent place in
man* s thinking and conduct that some ethicists would classi-
fy the sins of lust and sensuality as the basic sin» How-
aver, "if we discount Hellenistic theology with its incli-
nation to make sensuality the primary sin and to derive it
from the natural inclinations of the physical life, we must
arrive at the conclusion that Christian theology in both its
Augustinian and semi- August inian (Thomistic) forms regards
sensuality (even when it uses the words concupisoentia or
cupiditas to denote sin in general) as a derivative of the
more primal sin of self-love. Sensuality represents a
^I Timothy 1:13.
2
Kierkegaard, Per Befflrlff dor Angst, p. 89,
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further confusion consequent upon tJie original confusion of
substituting the self for God as the centre of existence.
Man, having lost true center of his life, is no longer able
1
to xnaintain his otin. will as the centre of hijaself ."
Outside of man himself ti:jere are external occasions for
sin. The Scriptures beseechingly warn mankind concerning
the devil's prowess in seducing the regenerate and inciting
the unregenerate into sin. The world is another potent
factor and stimulus to excite the evil inclinations in the
heart of man,-^ Christianity today more than previously is
recognizing that individuals are not isolated from each
other, and independent of the culture of their groups. Sver,
person must be prepared to contend with the forces of evil
which surround him as they are embodied in the prevailing
ideas, ideals, customs, patterns of conduct and various
institutions of his environment. In their totality they
constitute as Ritschl called it, "a kingdom of sin«# It is
unlikely that these stimuli and temptations to sin will
occur separately. They usually are found togetber, each
strengthening and being strengthened by the other. Never-
theless each individual must realize whether the temptations
%iebuhr, pp. 232-233.
-^I peter 5:8; Luke 22;31» Matthew 4:1 ff
.
H John 2:15-17; I Corinthians 15:33.
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are internal or external; tii© responsibility for his sinful
actions are liis alone. Tiie Epistle of James reminds us:
»*Bach person is tempted when iie is lured and enticed by his
own desire. Then, desire when it has conceived gives birth
to sin; and sin -^^hen it is full-grown brings forth death."
Thus man succumbs and sin becomes a reality.
"The Bible defines sin in both religious and moral
terms. The religious dimension of sin is man*s rebellion
against God, his effort to usurp the place of God. The
moral and social dimension of sin is injustice. The ego
which falsely makes itself the centre of existence in its
pride and ¥»ill-to-pov/er inevitably subordinates other life
to its vdll and thus does injustice to other life."
This revolt against God is not simply a set of specif1-
eally isolated disobedient acts or something which is im-
perfect. It is a self-centered direction of the will of the
flesh viiich militates against the perfect v;ill of God. It
permeates the human soul and evidences itself in specific
acts which are contrary to God* s law. However, if vm con-
centrate our attention on the specific aspects of various
sins, we may lose this larger and more telling perspective





of weigiiing sins over against each otiier, and of devising
devious ways of overcoming sins by the avenue of merit. Nor
does man ordinarily turn his back on his Creator so com-
pletely as to sever all relations with his Maker. Few, if
any, men carry their self-centered attitudes to the ultimate,
namely, to assert that within themselves they are complete
and self-sufficient personalities, "Instead, sin. . .assumes
the guise of idolatry, of adopting some other religious
orientation than worship of the true God, This notion of
'idolatry* is a religious and also an ethical category. It
is the exact opposite of 'obedient love* which we have seen
to be the positive religio-ethical category in Christian
ethics."^ The sin of idolatry, the work of self-love, is
also a sin of failing to love God. The act of turning
toward oneself is also an act of turning away from God.
Christian thought with some degree of consistency has
agreed that the basic sin, psychologically and positively
speaking, is pride and self-centeredness. The basic sin of
loving ourselves instead of loving God is at the bottom of
all other sins. Luther uses the te^nas pride and self-love
synonymously. He uses a word which has the sound of the
depth psychologists, "der ich-wille". For Luther this term




fpowerful, always lobbying for its ovm interests and lodged ij
man's elemental nature. "This ego-v/ill, mostly submerged
like an iceberg, is the seat of man's self-assertion against
:j God and is the basis of his life and behavior as a sinner. ^
C. S. Lewis in his treatise on Christian Behavior says, "The
I
essential vice, the utmost evil is pride. Unohastity, anger,
I
greed, drunkenness, and all that are mere flea-bites in com-
I
i
parison. It was through pride that the devil became the
devil, pride leads to evQry other vice. It is the complete
2
anti-God state of mind."
The self-deception of individuals to pay homage to
other gods instead of the true God is well understood in the
Scriptures as a pious veneer for the self-love of man.
"Idolatry is -well understood in the Bible as differing from
\ the pure worship of Israel's God in the fact of its personi-
fication and objectif ioation of the human will in contrast
with the superhuman transcendence of the true God. When an
idol is worshiped, man is worshiping himself, his desires,
his purposes, and his will... .The idols are so described as
to give the impression that they are devoid of a will or
mind of their own.... The idols are the work of men's hands,
and the personal ^iualities they are alleged to possess are
^Theodore Bachman, "Man'' What Lutherans are Thinking,
p. 162. ~ —
^0* S. Lewis, Christian gehavior, pp. 43-44.
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really ascribed to them by human beings by a magnificent
process of self-deception. These Idols are the glorified
projections of the '^ill of their human followers and
supporters. (They) were really embodiiaents of human thought
and desire. The chief sin was rebellion against God, the
other- than-man, and the glorification of man-made images,
who were gods in name only. These gods were made in the
image of man - in the image of his mind, desire, and purpose
As 8 consequence of this type of idolatry, man was out-
rageously guilty of giving himself the status of God and of
exalting his own will as of supreme worth," The two move-
ments within 'idolatry* - i.e., absolutizing something
finite, and in so doing seeking tne interests of self - sum
up »sin» in the self's attitude toward the employment of its
pwn physical, mental and moral powers and in its external
relationships to possessions and to other persons. Thus if
the spiritual self-centeredness is focused in the body the
resulting sin may become sensuality; if in religion the sin
may become intolerance, persecution, tyranny; if in the mind
the sin may become pride of knowledge; if in good deeds and
moral character the sin may become pride of virtue or self-
righteousness; if in possessions, status or neighbor-
relationships the sin may become pride of power or
^Otto Baab, The Theology of the gld Testament ^





imperialism."-'- In this oversimplified mannar we can see the
Ciiristian ethical significance of the basic sin of pride-
:
egocentricity, viiiioh is "idolatry; the v^ork of self-love"
and the resulting attempt to usurp the place of G-od rather
than to possess a hucible belief and faith in Him.
psychologically and positively we looked at the essence
of sin as pride, self-love • If we view it in terms of
theology, v^ see it negatively take on the meaning of lack
of faith or unbelief. It is interesting to note that Christ
rarely spoke of sin, but frequently in terms of unbelief and
lack of faith. In John He affords us this distinct clue:
"When He (the Holy Spirit) is come He will convince the
2
world of sin... of sin, because they do not believe in me".
It is quite evident that His is not an atomistic conception
of sin as separate disobedient acts and this alone, but
rather one which involves the totality of a personality, a
matter of frustrated and disturbed relationships betvjeen man
and his Creator as a result of lack of faith.
"Christian orthodoxy has consistently defined unbelief
3
as the root of sin, or as the sin viiich precedes pride. "'^






in a reciprocal atmosphere of love and trust, im has chosen
to persist in unbelief, "pride in relationship to God is
unbelief..,, God is all about us. In Him we live and move
and have our bein«5 - and yet we do not believe. Theologi-
cally speaking, unbelief is the basic sin, the ultimate sin;
unbelief in the love of God in the very face of this love;
unbelief in death in the very face of death; and unbelief in
the judgment of God in the very face of this judgment •"'^
Before briefly considering the conse<iuences of man* s
revolt against a gracious and forgiving God, a classifi-
cation of the different ways in which sin actually manifests
itself will afford additional understanding of its ethical
significance.
Even though all sins are coiDmitted against God, some
are explicitly directed against Him, our neighbor or one*s
self. Idolatry or worshiping and serving other gods than
the true God Is an example of the first#^ Murder, and
stealing v>ould fall in the second group. ^ Suicide and
drunkenness belong in the third class. ^ External sins are







tliosQ Of v^ord and deed. Internal sins are tiioee of tiiought
and heart, Ciaristian ethical conduct is concerned not only
witii the outward act but with the inward disposition as
W9ll. It may be a sin of coiofflission vihen we do what is
forbidden in God's law, or a sin of omission when we fail
to do what is commanded in aod«^ "Love is the fulfilling of
the law."^ Love not only refrains from doing that which is
evil but also concei-ns itself v»ith doing Lhat which is good.
Unfortunately, Christianity too freq,uently has suffered a
grave injustice and in many instances serious setbaelts
because many of its adherents* ethical conduct consists
primarily of "don'ts". In His instructions to His followers
Christ emphasized time and again the positive aspect of
doing the ethically and morally good and the evils of
omission,^ Although the Reformers and some of the modern
•xponents of orthodoxy have been accused of placing too much
•mphaais on man's depraved condition, s closer perusal, for
example, of Luther's explanation of the ten commandments
indicates a consistent positive approach. The first portion








of his ineanings of the commandnients Is normally negative.
»»We should fear and love God" , but he always concludes with
a positive exhortation. To be sure this aspect of Christian
ethics needs continuous attention and emphasis.
Known sins are those which we know to be against the
Law and will of God. Unknovvn sins are those of which we are
not conscious or v.g do not know that they are sins.^
Toluntary sins are such as v^e copiciit by deliberate
volition, and also contrary to the dictates of our
3
conscience. Involuntary are those which are copimitted
without sure knov^ledsre^ or v^ithout a deliberate purpose of
1
1 the wlll^ or v;ben man is carried away by the lust of his
i flesh to do that which he would not do.
Venial sins ere sins of \veakness. They are limited to
the believers and do not kill the faith, because they are
not done intentionally. In themselves they are involuntary
sins, and are worthy of punishment but are forgiven for
Christ's sake, in whom the believer trusts and in whose
4iUther, The Ten Commandments, Triglot, p. 539.







strength lie continually repents of his sins. On the other
hand mortal sins have been interpreted as those sins which
mortify the faith and repell the Holy Spirit from the heart,
because it is impossible for man to sin wilfully and
intentionally and at the same time believe in Ciirist for the
forgiveness of his sins.
The scriptures not only advise concerning our personal
sins, which we commit ourselves, but are most explicit con-
cerning participating in the sins of others.'^
The Scriptures and much of Christian though have dis-
tinguished between greater and lesser sins. This is the
view that some sins are more serious than others. Degrees
in sinning is Biblically illustrated by '^that servant v/ho
knew his master's will, but did not make ready or act
according to this will, shall receive a severe bsating. But
he who did not know, and did what deserved a beating, shall
receive a light beating".*^ Reinhold Niebuhr among others
have asserted the "equality of sin" while admitting the
4
•inequality of ^^^uilt".
A pardonable sin is a sin of which it is possible to
•^John 8:21,24.





repent while the unpardonable sin excludes this possibility
of repentance. "Therefore I tell you, every sin and
blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against
the Spirit will not be forgiven. And whoever says a word
against the son of man will be forgiven; but whoever speaks
against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this
age or in the age to come," The sin against the Holy
Spirit is unpardonable because it is xaalicious and per-
sistent resistance against the converting and sanctifying
work of the Holy Spirit through which alone sinners are
saved. Because of the essence and implications of this sin
it has been called by many theologians the most grievous
of all sins.
There is a strong tendency in some circles of Protes-
tantism to reject this type of classification of sins on the
ground that it may do exactly the opposite of its intended
purpose, namely, encourage man»s pride and self-sufficiency
instead of making him cognizant of the manifold temptations
by which Satan, the world and his avn flesh tend to lead man
into revolting against God. Nevertheless these Scriptural
distinctions, provided they are used in the spirit of love
as intended, may serve the practical ethical purposes
indicated by St. Paul: "All scripture is inspired by God





and profitable for teaohlrvj, for reproof, for correction^
and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may
be complete, eq.uipped for every good work."
The understanding of the consequences of man's inevi-
table revolt against God is a sine qsia non for the -chaplain/I
ministerial counselor. In vievying the effects of sin
psychologically we have indicated positively that sin
essence egocentricity or self-love. If sin is egooe
it follows tiiat the result of sin will be a hreakdovm of thel
vital relationships in which man lives. The essence of life
is interchange, pulsation, motion and fello-«ship; there can
be none of these if there is self-love. Instead of follow-
ing the Lord's dictum to love our neighbors as ourselves,
self-love enjoys competing against them and even looking
down on them. Therefore, sin alienates and estranges man
from his fellowman. Peer Gynt piercingly describes the
personal isolation found where this egocentricity develops
to its final fruition in mental illness; "Each shuts himself
in a cask of self, the cask stopped with the bung of self
2
and seasoned in a well of self •"
What is even worse is that self-love, sin, not only
separates a person from others in his environment, but
•^11 Timothy 3:16.
2bo11o May, Anxiety^, p. 41
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separates him hopelessly from his God. Sin isolates
because it seeks to make G-od a servant of one»s own ego and
attempts to secure from God some personal benefit as the
result of divine help. So again there is no exchange v/ith
the world outside but an attempt to draw one forces of the
universe, including God, in upon one's own self, the very
opposite of love v/hich seeketh not its ovm.
The essence of man»s relationship to God is humble and
grateful dependence resting upon trust in His goodness and
forgiving love; there can be none of these when love of self
places man in the center of his life instead of God. Man
created in complete unity with God is now estranged from
God, because there can be no unity of mind and purpose
between the egocentric sinner and the self-giving God.
The tremendous popularity of the "peace of soul" and
"peach of mind" best-sellers is indicative of another result
of man's frustration of his intended existence of harmonious
communion with his God, fellowmen, self and environment.
Although fear, anxiety and often utter despair have always
been the result of sin in the hearts of men, modern man
seems to exemplify the characteristics of their full
fruition more than ever before. Man was designated to find
contentment, peace and hope in God; there continues only
fear, anxiety and despair as long as he seeks the solution
to his historical contradiction in himself. This is man's
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dilemma; He iias exercised his ©gocenbricity and has thus
destroyed his relationship with God by ais own free will,
but he is unable to effect his own release. His predica-
ment is so involved that even to admit guilt reiiuires
spiritual resources that are available only from Godj the
One against whom he has sinned.
It has been much more difficult for man to accept the
full import of the conseciuences of sin in the theological
rather than in the psychological sense we Mve briefly
discussed. The consequences not only indicate implications
for this temporal life but for eternity as well, whether we
view sin as sinful conditions or a sinful act, guilt is an
immediate and irresistible consequence. Everything that is
sinful is contrary to God»s law and issues in guilt. "He
hath sinned, and is guilty."-^ Even as the scriptures speak
of degrees? of sin it is quite natural that guilt, the cor-
2
relative of sin, would be discussed in terms of degrees.
In James we are given a more complete picture of the all
inclusive nature of sin. "For whoever keeps the whole law
3
but fails in one point has become guilty of all of it."'^ By
breaking one portion of God*s law man in principle is
^Leviticus 6:4«




disregarding tiie entire law, Tnerefore as all men Jiave
sinned, all men through sin are guilty before God»
Man, who is finite, nevertheless has been granted a
prodigious degree of rational pov^rs. In the course of
daily events sin in its many forms and conditions too
frequently is taken lightly and man loses sight of the fact
that it is a retolt against Almighty God and its guilt must
be determined by the position of Him against '.Yhom man has
sinned. As man stands before the Almighty, and fully
comprehends the Majesty of liim against Whom he has sinned,
even simple human courtesy and propriety should impel him to(
fall prostrate in deep and sincere remorse. To be sure,
this does not happen but this reality makes the Biblical
position that guilt entails and demands punisiiment, even to
the extent of death, a reasonable, if not an understandable,
fact.
Thomas A<iuinas consistently connects sin-guilt-
punishment. In so doing he was simply restating Augustine,
to whom he makes freciuent references. Regarding guilt he
taught that actual sin has more of the nature of guilt than
original sin. "Since sin is contrary to the divine order,
it is guilt and subject to punishment. Guilt and punishmsnt
correspond to each other; and since the 'apostacy from the




invariable good wiiioh is infinite*, fulfilled by man, is
1
unending, it merits everlasting punishment,"
This is a part of God*s world order; it is demanded by
the majesty of the law and of the offended Lawgiver, testi-
fied by conscience, and required by the very essence of God.
AS the absolute personality God cannot permit the sinner
simply to ignore Him. As the Righteous and Holy One He
hates sin and all ungodliness and must banish it from His
presence. "Tou shall be holy; for I the Lord your God am
holy."'^ That is the fundamental requirement for where God
meets ungodliness his holiness becomes a oonsucriing fire.
"If the moral economy is to be maintained, justice demands
the punishment of the sinner; otherwise the government of
God would be destroyed."^
5
The penalty of God for sin is death. The vScriptural
meaning for death indicates a threefold separation and
alienation of sinful man from the Holy God: spiritual death,
temporal death, and eternal death.
Spiritual death is the separation of the soul from God.
•^R. Seeberg, "St. Thomas Aquinas", New S chaff-Herzong
Encyclopedia, p. 422.
%salm 5:5; Eabakkuk ljl3»
Leviticus 19:2.
Meander Keyser, A Manual of Christian Ethics, p. 90.
^Romans 6:23; 5:12; Genesis 2: 17*
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when man sinned he lost the divine image and become alien-
1
ated from aod and entirely corrupt in his whole nature,
Man did not lose iiis mind, nor were his general psychical
powers destroyed; but the original innocence and mornl
integrity in which he Yms crested \yere forfeited by his dis-
obedience. Thus man lost all true reverence, love and trust
for his Creator. He has no yearning, no longing for God,
but all of his inclinations and appetites are centered in
himself, the things of this life and are under the dominion
of sin. Indicative of this is the phenomena that the more a
sinner decides in favor of a given sin, the more power will
that particular sin exercise over him until it finally
becomes a passion that will not release him.
Man, who was created to live, is now born to die.
Temporal death is the separation of the body and the soul,
the severance of the two vital constituents which God had
joined together to form a living being. To this mortal end
Adam was subject from the moment he sinned; to this bodily
dissolution men c*re subject from the moment of their birth.
"It is appointed for men to die once."*" Concomitantly all
bodily diseases and miseries, evils and misfortune, toilsome






what was meaningful for temporal death is even more
significant for eternal death, which is the eternal sepa-
ration of man from the blissful presence of God. This is
the culminating penalty for those children of men who tB've
chosen to live in the grips of spiritual death and while in
this state have succumbed to temporal death, the inevitable
terminus for all men. "They shall suffer the punishment of
eternal destruction and exclusion from the presence of the
Lord' and from the glory of his might," This death is not
annihilation, but everlasting punishment.
The conclusion we must draw from this is that man was
created in the image of God, Man was created by God to live
in communion with Him in love, but man has refused to listen
to Him, speak to Him, love or believe in Him. Pascal in his
Pensees" paints the despicable consequence: "What a chimera
then is manl What a noveltyl What a monster, what e chaos,
what 8 contradiction, what a prodigy I • . . Judge of all
things, imbecile worm of the earth; depository of the truth,
a sink of uncertainty and error; the pride and refuse of the
Universe," Man in the light of his sins is the exemplifi-
cation of failure. He certainly does not represent hope.
Nevertheless this contradiction in man can be overcome and
II Thessalonians 1:9.




he can be restored to fellowship with His Maker and
quickened unto a nev^ spiritual life and begotten unto a
lively hope through faith in Christ,
Man and his conscience
The use of the terms "ethical responsibility" in the
liuestionnaire suggested to sooie of the iafonaants some kind
of standards of value and conduct, which in turn involved
the conscience with its many and devious implications. To
be sure the various students of ethics in the interested
departments of theology, philosophy and psychology vary in
their explanations as to how the conscience comes into
existence, but all agree that it is an integrate factor in
human personality, related and involved in all that a person
may think, say or do. Some maintain that it is congenital
with man, innate; others feel it is acquired, 'developed,
internalized or a combination of two or more of these. Some
have thought it to be reason; others intuition; still others
emotion or feeling. Some have considered it a universal and
objective moral faculty; others particular and subjective.
Among other names it has been called the "voice of God",
"God»s deputy in the soul", "sense of oughtness" , "the
Infallible judge", "an internal monitor" , "a restricting





the "super-ego with its ego-ideal".
However, in spite of these dlfergencies all are in
accord that the conscience plays a tery vital role in thit
11
individual's daily existence. Scriptures have been joined
;i
' by the aff irmstions of lODdern psychological research in
stating that everyone possesses a conscience and is
ij constantly under its surveillance and influence. Every
human action and reaction is a matter for this moral factor
within the life of man. To hold that it is an inherent
capacity of man; to call it the "voice of God"; to describe
it culturally as a taboo-structure, or dynamically as a
compulsion neurosis does not change the reality of
conscience itself.
The complexity of comprehensively defining the
conscience becomes more intricate when we review its many
usages and the states that have been ascribed to it. The
names which we have previously cited indicate some of the
usages. In addition, we think of the ethical conscience,
scientific, religious, artistic and legal conscience. A
cursory perusal of the word conscience directs our attentioDJ
to the fact that it fre<iuently has been qualified by many
adjectives such as certain, doubtful, good, bad, enslaved,
erroneous, scrupulous, strict and infallible just to mentiod
a few of the delimitating words which have been used to giv^
it a iaore decisive specificity. An accurate explanation
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must consider all of these.
What is conscience? The specific v;ord "conscience" is
not used in the Old Testament. However, it is quite evident
this does not mean this moral faculty was not recognized.
The word "heart" is apparently employed to express the ideas
1
involved in vjhat vve now call conscience. Although the term
is not found in the teachings of Christ, once again its
2
concept seems to be reco^ized. In the Pauline and Petrine
epistles and the epistle to the Hebrews the word occurs
fre^iuently. The Greek w'ord, 0'{JV^^Sy\(T i^ , ^vhich means
"joint-knowledge" or ^ self-consciousness" is used, but the
meaning of this word alone does not aiford the complete
Biblical iaaaning and interpretation of its function in the
life of man.
As to the etymology of the word "conscience", it is
derived from the Latin oonscientia, meaning to "know with".
However, once again, this alone does not reveal the full
significance of its technical meaning. The Stoics apparent-
ly were the first to make use of the v^ord several centuries
before Christ. Dr. Fletcher states: "Conscience and
consciousness are inseparable and presuppose each other.
Their interdependence has always been recognized, since the
^Psalm 38:2-11; 51:1-9; 73:21; I Samuel 24:5,10,11.




stoics first explored tiie cognitive aspect of conscience as
distinct from the judicial, and recognized that to act v^ith
conscientia, with knowledge, re(iuires consciousness. The
Stoics predicated awareness and consciousness of Natural Law|
1
insight." They apparently continued to use this word
exclusively in this sense until the early part of the
Christian era, at which time Seneca of Rome and philo of
Alexandria called the conscience an incorruptible judge.
From these beginnings it became known as the "infallibly
Judge", a view which is not uacommon today. Robert Hall
explains his version of this thesis: "Be it what It may,
let the first whisper of the eternal monitor be listened to
as an oracle, as the still small voice which Elijah heard
when he wrapped his face in his mantle, recognizing it to be
the voice of God." Rousseau asserted: "Reason deceives us
often, conscience never'." Conscience came to be recognized
as that distinct universal moral faculty capable of dis-
tinguishing between right and wrong, and by its Judgments
to enforce moral obligation. It was not unoommDn for
Christian theologians to entertain this view, with the
distinction, that the moral faculty is the moral law writterj
in the heart of man at creation. To them conscience was
synonymous with natural law. Paulas well-known passage in
Joseph Fletcher, Moral s and Medioint , p. 201.
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the second chapter ot Romans fraq^uently has been used to
substantiate this "natural law" premise.
Still other Christian scholars have avowed the natural
lav; of God written in the hearts of men plus communion with
God through Christ and the sanctifying power of th« Holy
Spirit is its true essence.
In our discussion on sin we learned that following
man's fall into sin be suffered spiritual death, moral per-
version, mental and physical deterioration and loss of true
knowledge of God»s divine will. Moreover, the conscience
also vm3 influenced, but we notice immediately after the
Fall, the conscience was still on duty condemning those who
had rebelled against their Creator and driving them shame-
fully into hiding, subsequently, Biblical personalities
such as Joseph, David, Judas, and Peter have witnessed to
the pov/er of conscience. The Lord in His graciousness has
preserved this voice in man, thus furnishing Himself a
2
media through which He could appeal to sinful mankind.
For additional insight into the Biblical conception of
the conscience and its specific functions we turn to several









however, St. Paul also uses It in the context of being
aware of one»s ethical behavior and passing judgment on this!
behavior. "The testimony of our conscience that we bevc
behaved in the world, and still more toward you, with holi-
ness and godly sincerity, not by earthly wisdom but by the
grace of God.»»^
The conscience must be distinguisiied from the natural
knowledge of the Law, to which it "bears witness", even as
we differentiate between a judge and the law by which he
judges. St. Paul explicitly makes this distinction by
explaining the manner in which it carries out this missioni^
2
namely, by accusing or perhaps excusing one's own acts.
Thus, all mankind in addition to having the law written in
their hearts also bave the consciousness of an inner norm
distinguishing between what is morally good and bad,
prompting them to do the former and shun the latter, eom-
mending the one, condemning the other.
On the basis of the above It v^ould be possible to think
of the conscience functioning on the basis of an autonomous
standard with no relation to a higher authority. However,
the concept of the conscience denoting the conscicusness of
one»s moral and ethical action in relation to God is clearlyl
^11 Corinthians 1:12; Romans 9:1.
^Romans ^:15; 13:5; I Corinthians 8:7 ff » 10:25 ff •
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Indicated in Scripture as we see it in I peter 2:19 viiose
'^^^^JJ^M*^ Pf^y. _ ^^ identical in construction v.-itli the
Ti^ \^f:S^Ti s kictt-bf^i/- in Hebreifcs 10:2. Acts 2ii.:l6 clearly speaks
of tJie relationship of a "clear conscience toward God",
Likewise it is interesting to note that wherever man is
confronted with God or His Will, or when God is revealed to
man through Chi-ist and the work of the Holy Spirit, Biblical
references present the conscience as good, upright, free
from corrupt desire, conscious of good deeds, *^ and morally
3good. However, if mail's attitudes were not in accord with
his Creator the conscience is referred to as evil^ or
5
seaz^ed. The writer of Hebrews contrasts the inability of
the Old TestauBnt "gifts and sacrifices of bulls and goats
to take away sins and perfect the conscience of the
worshipper, whereas, hov* much more shall the blood of Christ
• •• pui ify your conscifci^e from dead works to t. erve the
living G-od.'- Thus, we see the conscience is not always a









ought not to have — ", as Boniioffer insists, but rather it
may be a clo^ious blessing:. It not only recognizes the sina
within our lives and disapproves of their preseijce, but when
these sins are forgiven through faith in Christ this same
conscience Innnedlately approves and commends us for living
in harmony with God»s will. By its soul-stlrrlng dis-
approbations it malces sin difficult end by its cojnmendatopy
approbations it makes the path of duty and rignteouen^ss
much easier.
The actusil roles of the j-j; vg.iJKs^s may be examined
in terms of tje names ascribed to the branches of our
democratic form of governjuent, providing we do not include
the legislative branch. It is not in its sphere to decree
or annul the moral norms or standards but judicially to make
categorical attestations and judgments as to the agreement
or disagreement between the acts of the individual conoeraedi
whether contemplated or already executed, and the standards
previously accepted. Likewise it is not in the province of
the conscience to question the validity or rightness of the
norm. If the person believes a standard to be valid and
true, even if it is erroneous, the conscience will function
on the basis of the accepted false norm. However, if the
individual learns of the fallacy and rejects it, the





conscience will no longer hold iilm responsible to it, but on
the other hand will obligate him to his enlightened standard
Once the particular actions have been weighed, and the
decisions Mve been made, the executive function prior to a
contemplated action urges the person to perform the ac-
knowledged wrong. However, following the completion of an
act, it indicates its approbation for having performed the
acknowledged right, and its approbation for having performed
the acknowledged wrong.
Must the conscience always be obeyed? professor Kirk
asserts: "It is a first principle of morals tbit wherever
conscience gives a clear ruling for or against an act, it
must be unhesitatingly obeyed, even though impartial criti-
cism holds that the conscience is 'erroneous* - that is,
that the agent's judgment as to vihat is right or wrong in
the matter is at fault." Another question closely
associated vdth this one asks: "Is the conscience an
infallible guide for conduct?" The individual conscience is
not an infallible guide but is in need of constant enlighten!
ment, education and even correction. The degree to which
the conscience can be trusted to afford true vision as a
guide to the blessings of the Christian life is dependent
upon this enlightenment. Therefore, how important it is foil





our chaplain/ministerial counselors to place upon their
consciences the momentous responsibility that is theirs to
teacii dnd lead their parishoners into the depths of God's
holy will, even as it is revealed in Christ and His Holjr Word
All too freq.uently the stateiJient, "It doesn't make any
difference what a man believes, as long as he is sincere",
is said innocently without realizing the tremendous impli-
cations. The paramount importance of instruction in Chrlstiat
truth cannot be emphasized too much. Our conscience, vshich
has been given to us to assist us in our moral and spiritual
livc£, can lead us to our own despair if the norms and
standards are fallacious. St. Paul laboring under a false
conception of Christ devoted himself to the persecution of
the follovvers of Christ because "I myself was convinced that
I ought to do many things in opposing the name of Jesus of
Nazareth", This same Paul testified before the high priest
Ananias and his council: "Brethren, I have lived before God
2
in all good conscience up to this day". lyevertheless, when
Paul savj the light in the truth as it is in Christ, he was
impelled by this very sejae conscience to humbly confess that
"Christ jesus came into the world to save sinners. Aiid I






In addition to the faithful instruction of the
conscienoe, it must be freely used and exercised. The
effectiveness of the conscience tends to become atrophied and
desuetude, "Conscience is like an alarm clock. If we fail
to heed the signal morning after morning, we finally become
so accustomed to it that we no longer hear it. If man fails
to heed the voice of conscienoe, it may cease to function,
1
The sense of sin is always keenest in the saint." For it to
become increasingly more reliable and grow morally stronger
the prerequisites are constant spiritual nurture and
utilization.
Still many equivocal questions surro^ind this mysterious
faculty and its functions. Too many still regard it much too
lightly with little understanding or concern for its signifi-
cance in their lives. Yet the same people, depend on their
conscience to be their guide for conduct. The informants
in the survey also indicated strong tendencies, as it were,
to play the conscience by ear. Still others attempt to
reject its existence and efficacy altogether. They may mini-
mize or attempt to disregard it but only to their peril. In
the past the conscience often has been regarded as a
restricting and censorious judge. Undoubtedly this has made




into its meanings for them. Nov,/ that psychiatric insigiits
no longer feel it is merely a negative coroijonent but have
joined the many Christians who lave experienced the joys,
peace and confidence which are theirs because their
conscience has vividly testified to their viiole being that
they are living in harmony with God»s Holy 'A^ll, it is hoped
more people will properly use their conscience and share in
these often overlooked blessings. It is becoming more
clearly understood in religious and psychological studies and
research, and often only through bitter and painful
experience is it being learned that the conscience is truly
a dynamic force with results for good or ill, peace or fear,
love or loneliness, joy or depression, success or failure.
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THE REDEMPTiai OF MAN
In the preceding oJaapters we have empJiasized the pre-
dicament and contradiction in man. The CJod of all love
created him in His own image capable of living in complete
harmony vvith his Creator and fellowman, but he has revolted
against his God and has fallen into sin. The consequences
have been great and at times the threatening aspects of his
self-isolation, his personally contrived alienation from God
and his neighbor, and the constant reminders of his
conscience have brought him to the brink of despair. Is
man's situation hopeless? Does man stand alone in his
inability to cope with the powers of evil? Can man become
reconciled to his God and restored to an obedient love? v/ith
few exceptions all are agreed that man can overcome his
fallen state, but opinions vary as to how this restoration is(
to be accomplished.
Can this be effected merely by a divine fiat of amnesty
whereby pardon, salvation and reinstatement to his true self
are bestowed upon the rebellious creature without any satis-
faction to the eternal court of justice? No, this would
destroy the Creator* s moral government in the universe. Is
man capable of evolving his own modus operandi as well as his|
own redemptionv Man has given his own tragic answer in




Whatever human speculation may think, the Bible ex-
plicitly maintains that man can be restored to the Christian
life only through the grace of God, manifested in the re-
deeming love of Christ and the renewing power of the Holy
Spirit. The law of God is most important for man* s moral
conduct, for man lives morally only when he lives in harmony
with God^s will as his standard. But the lavj of God cannot
1
give new life. It may prepare the way for it as it indi-
cates to man that by himself he is unable to live according
to God»s commands and is in need of assistance outside of
himself, if he is to be reconciled to God and capable of
living a God-pleasing life. The Christians have learned in
faith that God sent Christ into the world "to reconcile the
2
world to Himself*', to permit man to regain the righteous-
ness and divine favor he had forfeited. Vicariously Christ»s
perfect obedience and sacrificial death on the Cross have
redeemed man from his earthly dilemma. "Jesus Christ gave
Himself for us to redeem us from all iniquity and to purify
for Himself a people of His own who are zealous for good









man; however, we are cognizant of Christ's references con-
cerning tiie necessity of going to the Father in order to send
the Holy Spirit*^ that He should be the Creator of new life on
earth, subjectively renewing man even as Christ had objeotive-j
ly already made all things new. Thus, God did not leave His
people alone . Since the day of Pentecost, when God so
graciously poured out His Holy Spirit upon the disciples, the
Holy Spirit has been among us with His renewing and sancti-
fying pavers. Therefore, i,ve are to be "His workmanship
2
created in Christ Jesus for good works".
It is obvious that these scriptural tenets about God»s
redemptive work in Christ and His creation of the Christian
life through the regeneration of the Holy Spirit are funda-
mental for Christian ethics. It is paramount that the conduct
of a Christian must be based upon faith in Christ, v^ho has
redeemed him through His holy precious blood and with His
innocent suffering and death, that he may be His own, and
live under Him in His kingdom, and serve Him in everlasting
righteousness, innocence and blessedness. That he cannot by
his own reason or strength believe in Jesus Christ, or oome
to Him; but the Holy Ghost has called him by the Gospel,
enlightened him with His gifts, sanctified and kept him with

Jesus Christ in the one true faith. In this faith he knows
that no matter how impotent and "vacillating his efforts may
be, he vdil be sustained by a gracious God. He knows, "that
all things work together for good to them that love Ood."^
Conversion
The ethical responsibility a religious counselor will
feel is his and the procedures he -ivill use in assisting an
individual in restoring himself to the Christian life will bd
greatly Influenced by the specific parts he feels man and Goq
have in this restoration. In the first place, he may feel
man can fulfill what the theologians may call conversion by
his own powers. Again, it has been held that both God and
man cooperate in bringing about this change for the good, the]
sinner either beginning the task and God completing it, or
God making the beginning and man himself completing it.
Finally, although rational man is fully capable of a renewed
life this turning from the anti-divine, anti-ethical and the
selfish to God, to e service of love and righteousness is
purely a gift of divine grace.-' specifically this is
accomplished by the Holy Spirit operating through the divine
means of grace, the Y»^ord and the Sacraments. Charles
^Luther, The Small Catechism, Triglot, p. 545.
^Romans 8:28.
3ii Timothy 1:9; Titus 3:5; Ephesians 2:8,9.
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Klngsley in H^gatia tells the story of a Greek intellectual
of Jewish descent who heard of the great fame of Augustine*
s
preaching. He traveled to far North Africa to hear him. But
when he heard Augustine allegorizing the Old Testament to
find Christ going far beyond Philo, he turned away. But then
he thought, "What if he were right after all?" A "perhaps"
can be an intriguing inducement to fui-ther search, though it
cannot of itself produce repentance unto faith and a restored
life in Christ.
The method of God»s grace is to deal with man as the
rational creature he is, utilizing his intellectual,
emotional and volitional capacities which can be instructed
and converted. God makes full use of the psychic endowments
2
of man. Through the illuminating work of the Law, God
prepares the way for the Gospel message. Before nan will
have any desire to ctjange his evil actions and turn to Christ
for grace and forgiveness, he must realize his rebellious
acts and repent of them. To convince man that because of his
sins he is not in accord with the Lord and in this state he
cannot lead the new life of love, the Holy Spirit uses the
3
Law, which shows man his sins.*^ '//hen man mirrors his life






against the commandments of God and this is done effectively,
he becomes conscious of his sins and realizes their full
implications. In turn he is moved to sorrow and contrition
for having offended his God and having lived contrary to His
divine wishes, such a knowledge of sin, such a sense of
God's displeasure, and the realization of the impossibility
of self-restoration are indispensable prerequisites for
turning to the Christian life. No person will desire to
change if he does not realize the incongruity of his actions.
No one will desire forgiveness if ha does not know that he is
a sinner, or does not feel remorse for what he has done, or
if he still maintains the belief that he can save and help
himself. Faith cannot enter a secure and self-satisfied
heart, nor a heart that is thoroughly in love with and
engrossed in sin. The Law of God prepares the way but does
not reveal the Saviour, offer positive assistance and work
faith in the hearts of men. Man, left to his own ingenuities
desires, and the Law of God, would despair. Nevertheless,
when the Law of God iias accomplished its purpose in working
contrition in the heart of man, the Holy Ghost comes with the
positive facet of God»s v/ord, the Gospel, with its message of
divine grace, forgiveness of sins through Christ, full of
life-giving and life -re storing power. After the Law had
awakened Luther's conscience in the monastery, his fundamental
<lueatlon was, "How can I find a gracious God?" The Gospel
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performed its efficacious task so effectively, Luther wrote
concerning the Gospel in the sixty-second of the Ninety-five
Theses, "The true treasure of the Church is the holy Gospel
of the glory and grace of God."^
Thus the Spirit works through the Gospel in a mysterious,
creative way bringing about new understanding and new powers
2
within the will and inner emotions, sVhen the absolutely
free, universal and always efficacious, although not always
effective invitation of the Holy spirit is effective, it
works in the heart of man an acceptance of its invitation.-^
It creates faith in the heart of man.
Where this faith has been created in the heart of man,
there the new life exists. To be sure it may be weak, but it
is there; a new man has been born. The "old man" has by no
means been extirpated. He, too, is still there and will
continue to be associated with man as long as he lives, but
he has been driven from the center of the periphery and the
tendency of the renewed will is to oppose the sinful incli-
nations of the heart and submit with increasing determination
to Christ, Man has been renewed. Repentance, complete
change of heart and mind have taken place. Man has turned
^Theodore Laetsch, (ID) The Abiding Word, Vol. II, p. 347
TIphesians 1:19; John 6:29.
Isaiah 55:1; Mark 16:15; Hebrews 4:12; Romans 1:16;
Aets 7:51; I Peter 2i9*
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away from sin, from self-love and turned to God. whenever a
new life has been initiated in man, it exists by virtue of an
act of divine creation and man's part has been a purely
passive one. Nevertheless, his personality has not been
violated, for all along it .was possible for him to will
otherwise and resist the Holy Ghost and reject the offered
grace of God.
After conversion, man's renewed will cooperates with the
Holy Spirit. "For after the Holy Ghost has wrought and
accomplished this, and man's will has been changed and
renewed by His divine power and working alone, then the new
will of man is an instrument and organ of God the Holy Ghost,
so that he not only accepts grace, but also cooperates with
the Holy Ghost in the works which follow,"
Faith
Man's conversion has been designated the "bestowal of
3faith" . The starting point of the Christian life is faith
in our merciful and forgiving God, as He is revealed in
Christ, the Saviour of men. Salvation and the renewal of
life have been made possible for all men, but the individual
person must appropriate for himself by faith the blessings
nKlotsche, p. 166.





wMcJa have been secured for iiim by Ciirist.
As the concept of faitJa is contemplated it is easy to
confuse the Scriptural meaning of faith with the meaning it
has been given in the other realms of life. "Classical Greelc
and Biblical Greek differ in their use of the term. Both the
Greeks and the Romans recognized and even worshipped pistis,
fides, faith; but the meaning which they connect with this
term, when used in its passive sense, is » reliability , trust-
worthiness, fidelity, credibility of matters and iDersons' -
or, when used in its active sense, 'confidence, trust,
conviction', either as bestowed upon others or as enjoyed
from others. Even when used v/ith reference to religious
inatters, i^oman and Greek writers express by 'faith in the
gods' merely the universal or national recognition of the
existence of deities and the acceptance of their power and
supernatural influence. The expression is never used to
express or to designate personal trust in divine favor and
mercy. 'Faith in the gods» with them never signifies firm
reliance upon and confiding trust in a gracious God. Rather
does it represent the commonplace idea and attitude over and
against the Unseen, the Supernatural. The Roman goddess
Fides was by no stretch of the imagination a personification
of the Christian faith. "^
%ark 16:15,16.
^Theodore Laetsch, (Ed), The Abiding word, Vol.1, p. 191
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In a more pragmatic vein we see that all cooperative
enterprises in our daily existence are based upon faitJa. In
fact, faitJi makes many o£ tiies© enterprises possible, witii-
out faith they could neither originate nor continue to
function. In all of our inter-personal relationships faith
enters in* a high proportion of our routine activity is
dependent on faith, we must have faith in the banker,
builder, surgeon, the builder of our automobile and the
driver of the other oar. Yes, we must have faith in our-
selves. We could not prove in advance that any of these
persons or things will fulfill their distinct missions, but
we must have faith in them. Although many aspects of these
forms of faith are included in the Scriptural essence of
faith, its meaning and significance is much more involved.
Faith that saves and restores is an experience which
Involves the entire personality. It involves cognition,
emotion, volition. It is a matter of knowledge, assent and
confidence. Christian faith is more than knovdedge or assent)
to a truth about the nature of God, His relationship to man
and the truths of the Gospel. For these beliefs are found
among the unbelievers and even in the devils. Although it
includes such knowledge and assent, it is primarily personal
trust and confidence in the wonderful message of the Gospel
Romans 1:19,20; Luke 4; 34.
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that God for Christ's sake is gracious to all who believe in
1the "Son of God, who loved me and gave Hixaself for me".
To have faith in God is to put one»s trust in Him rather
than oneself or someone else for one's salvation. As
indicated by the Greek word Tri(rj£u£ii/ t which etymologloalLjr
in the moral and religious reference in the New Testament
signifies "to have confidence in, to rely upon, to rest
securely upon" Him. Paul expresses such confidence: "For I
know whom I have believed and I am sure that he is able to
guard until that Day what has been entrusted to me."^ The
Augsburg Confession writes: "The term 'faith' does not
signify merely the knowledge of history... but signifies a
faith which believes... also the effect of the history -
namely, that we have grace, righteousness, and forgiveness of
3
sins through Christ,"-'
Moreover, it is the nature at faith that it not only
involves complete dependence upon Christ, but the believer
also surrenders himself unreservedly to Him. This is done
humbly as man renounces his own self-centered will and
willingly obeys and serves in love the Will of God.
Characteristic of faith is that it always requires an
^alatians 2:20.
^11 Timothy 1:12.
^Augsburg Confession, Article XX, 23.
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object in wMch It may place its trust, whether this be an
idol, money, the virtue of one»s personal accomplishments, or
the grace of aod in Christ Jesus. Thus, those individuals
who may trust in an idol have real faith and confidence. But
because they have the wrong object, it is a false faith.
Faith can be a salutary experience but to say that any kind
of faith will save and restore the life of man is as fal-
lacious and deceiving as to say that anything a person eats
will nourish and sustain him. It depends upon what you eat;
so it depends upon v/hat you believe, and in what you put
your trust and confide as e,
from this "it is clear iNhy the Law must be excluded as
an object of saving faith. The divine Law has no promise of
grace attached to it, but promises life and salvation on the
basis of its complete fulfillment, as a reward of personal
merit. "^ Faith in Christ, indeed, prompts us to observe the
commandiSBnts of God, but it does not trust in them.
Furthermore, the object of faith is not simply God in
his almighty power, goodness and mercy, but Christ and the
merits of His redemption are the content of the Gospel and
2
also the object of our faith. "Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ" is the theme of the New Testament, whoever denies




the Son denies the Father also, for He will be known and
believed only in the son. But Christ is the object of faith
not as a miracle worker, nor as a teacher and prophet vaho
reveals the divine will, or as a good man, but as the cruci-
fied, risen and living Christ v^ho became our Redeemer and
still dwells among us. For the individual, Christ is the
object of faith not just because He is the Saviour of the
world but because He has become his personal saviour. Thus
faith is a personal relationship. It is impossible that one
should trust in something for another. For this reason each
person must believe for himself. "The righteous shall live
by faith."^
Jus t if lea t ion
"A3 soon as the contrite sinner believes the divine
promises of grace which for Christ's sake are offered to him
in the Gospel, or as soon as he puts his trust in the
vicarious satisfaction which Christ has made for the sins of
the world by His perfect obedience, he is justified or
3declared righteous before God. This is the so-called
subjective justification or the personal application, through]






world by His substitutionary atonement. (Objective justi-
fication) ."
The glorious meaning of the central doctrine of the
Christian religion, justification by faith alone, which was
first stated by St. Paul and reaffirmed most explicitly by
Luther, has been needlessly obscured by theological contro-
Yersy. perhaps it can be illuminated by considering what it
denies as well as what it off irras. It denies that man is
made righteous or saved by virtue of his good v»orks or perfec
obedience to the Law of God. "For we hold that man is justi-
fied by faith apart from works of Law."^ Negatively, justi-
fication by faith asserts that it is impossible for men to
save themselves or perform iasritorious acts toward their
salvation. Positively, justification consists of non-
imputation or forgiveness of sins, the imputation of the
righteousness of Ci'irist and reconciliation with God. Man
alienated from God by his sins, has no hope unless his sins
are forgiven and he Is restored to divine favor. In Christ,
God has graciously made it possible for the barrier of sin to
be removed and man to be returned to Himself.- -'God was in






reconciliation was more than the forgiveness of sins and the
removal of punishment. Highly signifleant for our ethical
considerations is the fact that it is "nothing less than the
re -establishment of that fellowship and filial relation with
God which was broken through sin."
Justification is not a process, a moral transformation,
or a matter of being made righteous, but it is a judicial act
of God, taking place outside of the sinner, by vihich God
freely and out of pure grace, for Christ's sake, absolves hid
from all his sins, pronounces and declares him righteous, who
has no righteousness of his own but trusts in the righteous-
2
ness of Christ. Furthermore, it is not partial or pro-
gressive, but complete and perfect. Nothing needs to be
added on the part of man or the Church. There are degrees ofj
faith but there are no degrees of justification. The moment
that there is faith in the heart, by which man trusts in
God's promises of grace, he has full forgiveness for all of
his sins. Thus forgiveness of sins and justification is not
a future blessing man must wait for, but it is a present
possession, which he may have and hold in its completeness
as long as he continues in faith.
"Therefore, since vie are justified by faith we have




peace witii God through our Lord Jesus Christ."^ Man no
longer has to fear God, but in faith He is a loving God, who
has received mankind into a mystical union with Himself.
This is true, for an immediate consequence of justification
is the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, of the Holy Trinity in
the being of Justified man. Paul writes: "Do you not know
that you are God's temple and that God»s Spirit dwells in
you? If anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him.
For God's temple is holy, and that temple you are."*^ J"esus
also spoke of this when He said: "If a man loves me, he will
keep my word, and my Father will love him, and we will come
to him and make our home with him."^ This union not only has
significance for our temporal existence but it is capable of
becoming even more complete and intimate in the certain^ life
to come -'ijh.ea we shall escape the exigencies and imperfections
of this life and "become partakers of the divine nature","
From the viewpoint of Christian ethics it is important
to remember that the Christian still finds sin in his life.








of his regeneration and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit*
It is still present in man i^s a defect and as an affect, as
a deficiency as well as an evil inclination, but it has been
dethroned from its central position. Man must wage a life-
long struggle against the remnants of sin in himself which
would break once more his fellowship with God. The Chris tiafl
as Luther said, is "at once just and a sinner'% Its ocntinual
presence is a fact, but its dominion and tyranny over the
intellect and will have been broken. The Christian, as far
as he is the new man, is free to serve His God in grateful
love and liberty. Paul gives expression to both freedoms,
freedom from the dominion of sin and freedom from the yoke of|
the Law: "For sin will have no dominion over you, since you
are not under law but under grace."
The spiritual blindness which was characteristic of man
in his unjustified state and deterred him from discerning
spiritual things has been displaced and through the power of
the Spirit he now can recognize the things that are of God.
The impotency of the v/ill has been removed and true
freedom has been restored once again, so that man can will
the things that God wills. ^ In fact, as God pours His love
Romans 6:14*
^I John 2:20,27; I Corinthians 2:15*
hohR 8: 32 > 36.
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into man* s heart through the Holy Spirit, His love awakens
in man a love for Him and a desire to do His will.
Man»s self-love and selfish egocentricity teive been
replaced and are no longer compatible with the new jnan. As
the love of God in Christ fills his believing heart, he now
is free to reflect this love both to God and to his neighbor
For our specific purposes we also mention the conscience
which also has been renewed. Nevertheless, it is still
under the influence of sin and is not restored to absolute
trus twor th ine s s
.
Finally, whoever has been Justified is filled with a
fervent hope of everlasting life. His sins forgiven, he is
a member of GrOd*s family; he has received the Spirit cf
adoption, "himself bearing witness with our spirit that we
are children of God, and if children, then heirs, heirs of
God and fellov; heirs with Christ, provided v.re suffer with
1Him in order that we may also be glorified with him".
Certainly a chain of privileges and blessings have their
foundation in the declarations of justification graciously
received from the roercy-seat of God. Even as the doctrine
of justification is the articulus stantis et oadentis
ecclesiae the same applies to Christian ethics.
Romans 8:16,17,




The term sanctif ication, as with many other theological
terms, is given various shades of xieaning. These varied
interpretations have a tendency to confuse some of the vital
1
1 facets of tMs most important doctrine, Ttterefore for
1
i
greater specificity we shall distinguish between its use in
1
a wider and narrower sense.
In its wider sense, it includes all of the work of
divine grace by which the Holy Spirit leads the rebellious
!
and self-centered sinner to faithful and loving fellowship
with his Grod, culminating in spiritual perfection in life
1
eternal. 'In other words, sanctif iCcitloa in its wider sense
includes every v/ork of God by which He separates a sinner
from the lost and condemned world and makes him His ov;n,
'
;
such as the bestowal of faith, justification, sanctif ication
'
in its narrov/er sense, or the inward change in man by which
he becomes holy, his preservation in faith to the end, and
1 his final glorification on the day of jrudgment "
i
"In its narrower, or strict sense, sanctifi cation
denotes the inward spiritual transformation cf the believer,







In our discussion on the effects and blessings of
justification, the close kinship between justification and
i
aanctif ication is iaost evident . Once again we can clarify
I
the meaning if we remember what it denies as well as what
'I
it affirms. Sanctification in the narrov^er sense, to which
we shall limit the remainder of our discussion, never
precedes justification but alw6iys follows it, even as g^od
works do not precede faith but follow it. "But first faith
is kindled in us in conversion by the Holy Ghost from the
hearing of the Gospel. This lays hold of God»3 grace in
Christ, by which the person is justified. Then, when the
person is justified, he is also renewed and sanctified by
the Holy Ghost, from which renewal and sanctifioation the
fruits of ;5ood works then follows."
If this order were reversed and sane t ification was made
the cause of justification c^ the sinner, this would deny
the central doctrine of the Christian faith and would base
salvation and the restoration of man on work-righteousness.
Thus we see these two doctrines are closely joined together,
but justif icati on is the source of sanctifioation.
we wish to reiterate that even as God the Holy Spirit
works faith in our hearts, so also the Holy Spirit works,
operates, and effects in the believer this sanctifioation as




the result of faith. "For God is at vcrk in you, both to
2
will and to work for his g^od pleasure." Negatively the
Holy Spirit prompts and induces laan to "put to death the
deeds of the body*.-^ positively, the "fruit of the Spirit
is love, Joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithful-
ness, gentleness, self-control".^ All of these virtues are
created in us, strengthened in us, and developed in us
through the operation of the Holy Spirit. Compulsory laws
and regulations may assist to alter the external conduct of
manj but it is the sanctifying power of faith in Christ that
truly reforms the moral attitude of man and renev;s the image
of God in our lives. '^
Nevertheless, while in conversion man is purely passive
in sanctif ieation be is fully capable to cooperate with the
Holy spirit by virtue of the spiritual power and renev,'al
bestowed on him. In living according to the Lord's will and
doing good works, the Christian is not a UBre automaton, but
he is consciously active. It is nan himself who suppresses
the evil desires, resists the temptations, Vi?iils and does
^Bphesians 2:10; I Thessalonians 5:23,24.
^hillppians 1:13.
Romans 8:13,
^alatians 5:22 ff .
^11 Corinthians 5:15; Sphesians 4:24*
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what is pleasing to God; but supporting him in all of his
endeavors of love is the sanctifying power of the Holy
Spirit,
The conception of sanotifi cation as a later phase of
the Christian life has indicated to some that it is a
specific state of holiness or perfection which can be
attained. Unfortunately, this has induced thaoi to think
i they are in an irrevocable state of grace or the proud
,
possessors of permanent holiness. In reality, the man who
has become the new creature in faith and desires to live
unto God in the newness of spiritual life is still a sinner
and very much in need of daily repentance and forgiveness.
In fact, this will be his need throughout his entire life.
Even though a person is a believing child of God, he must
confess with St. Paul: "For I knav that nothing good dwells
in me, that is, in my flesh," If a person, on the other
hand, claims to have reached the state of holiness or
perfection, he manifests the idolatrous pride and self-love
he thinks he has subdued,
Sanctif ication is not a state of perfect holiness; it
is a gradual process of development through which the
Christians "are to gro.; up in 67*3 ry way into him who is the




the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature
manhood, to the jmasure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ." Paul seems to substantiate this view: "Not that
I have already obtained this or am already perfect", he says
"but I press on to make it my own, because Christ Jesus has
made ns his own. Brethren, I do not consider the.t I have
made it my own; but one thing I do, forgetting whet lies
behind and straining forward to what lies ahead, I press on
toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in
Christ Jesus." The Christian life is continued activity;
it is not a finished product which we can acquire.
It is also important to remember that santif ication not
only varies in different individuals but also in the same
Christian at different times. It varies according to the
strength or the weakness of faith. The weak faith is prone
to succumb to temptation more easily than the strong faith,
is less productive of good works, and gives way to fear and
doubt in the face of danger. Therefore, it must be a
constant effort to grow in faith, so tlBt we may grow also
in the holiness of life, "to be strengthened with might
3






At no time can the Ctiristian be satisfied with his
present situation. There is no pl^ce Tor spiritual or moral
complacency or cessation of moral growth. The Christian is
constrained to strive forvmrd. To stand in the status quo
aeans to go baclr/\?ard. Sane t if icat ion is a progressive
victory over sin and the forces of evil.
In respect to the Ciiristian life Luther says that it
is not righteousness but grov/th in righteousness, not
health but healing, not beinf; but becoming, not rest but
exercise; we are not yet what v;e shall be, but v^'C are
growing toward it; the process is not yet finished, but it
is going on; this is not the end, but it is the road; all
does not yet gleam «ith glory, but ell is being purified."




PART II ! THE ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY
THE SUHTSY
Tiie basic postulates and principles for Ciiristian
ethics have been set forth in numerous treatises. Usually
they have been presented to emphasize and apply the tenets
of various religious orientations. Nevertheless, these
principles, as intended in many cases, have served the clergjfH*
man as a guide to ethical conduct as he strives to tiCco£rplisJb(
his mission of bringing the Oospel of Christ to his flock
and serving them in their manifold neeas. In recent years
chaplain/ministerial counseling ethics Lave been given
greater consideration.
In considering the application of Christian ethical
principles to the practice of ohapla in/min is tericil counseling
it is iODst apparent that there are many situations where
ethical responsibility and behavior is clear end definite.
The counselor is either ethical or he is not. For example,
a clergyman assists a couple adopt a child, but does so for
financial gain, it is obvious that he is involved in
unethical counseling practices.
When, however, there are two principles, tvvo forces
v/hich are both valid and right in themselves but cannot e3ls1|
simultaneously, and the claim of each is equally justified
but the right of each is pushed into a wrong because it
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Ignores the rigUt of the other, you have a q.uandary demanding
specific ethical action. Thus, if the rights of an indi-
vidual counselee tire in opposition to the rights of society,
the chaplain/ministerial counselor is conf3?onted -jith the
necessity of xoaiing a decision vvhich intimately involves his
ethical beliefs and his approach to the counseling ministry.
To be sure, In this area there are considerations in v/hich
tJbere is a good deal of uncertainty and divergence of oplnion||i
It is the purpose of this survey to learn more about some of
these less commonly recognized and determined aspects of
chaplain/ministerial counseling ethics. In an attempt to
obtain a better understanding about these ethical consider-
ations, the following questionnaire and accompanying letter
were sent to a group of clergymen in all sections of the
country and one in Canada representing the following
Protestant denominations: Lutheran, Episcopal, Methodist,
Congregational, Congregational Christian, Unitarian, America^i
Baptist, southern Baptist, Conservative Baptist, Presby-
terian (US), Presbyterian (USA), Disciples of Christ, Church
of Christ, Church of the Nazarene,. and United Church of
Canada. Their types of ministry are the parish ministry,
the military chaplaincy (Army and Navy) , the hospital
chaplaincy, the institutional chaplaincy, the prison





My dear Ciia plain:
A study is being conducted to leam more about the
less coininonly recognized and determined aspects of
chaplain/ministerial ethics. The enclosed
<iuestionnaire lists some situations that laany of
us have faced. It is hoped you will answer the
proposed questions in any way you cvire to answer
them. You might feel that some of these questions
have stereotype answers or perhaps should be
elucidated by our legal colleagues, but experience
in this area seems to indicate that our chaplain/
ministerial ethics are more involved and advanced.
Thus it is hoped the answers will come directly
from you. Your conclusions and illustrations from
your successful or unsuccessful handling of these
problems will be neatly appreciated.
It is important to remember that each clergyman's
opinions and practices are influential in determining
what our chaplain/ministerial ethics really are, and
that is why your opinions are so very important to
the study.
Your identity will be kept anonymous and you will
not be quoted in any way.
Thank you for your valuable time, effort and
assistance.
Gratefully yours,
ALFHSD H. SAEGER, JR.
Please Reply to:






Type of ministry engaged im
Number of years in ministry:
Have you had Clinical pastoral Training?
1. V/hat is your ethical responsibility when you have
definite knowledge that one of your oounselees is a
nsrcotic t.ddict or indulges in extra-marital sexual
activities?
2. I'/hat is your ethical resfionsibility when you have
definite proof that a colleague of yours, .vho is an
active clergyman, is an alcoholic or indulges in extra-
marital sexu^il ^;ctivitie£V
3. ^%/'h:it is your eunici.1 responsibility to one cf your
counselees \f^hen you definitely believe this person is
homicidal and/or suicidal, and the responsible authorities
will not attempt to take measures to protect your
counselee or society?
4. what is your etiiical responsibility when s' counselee
relates to you on a strictly confidential basis that he
has committed: (a) burglary; ( b) murder^
5. What is your ethical responsibility when one of
your unmarried counselees becomes pregnant during the
period you are counseling with her and informs you that
she has arranged to have a criminal abortion? She
forbids you to divulge her professional confidence?
6« yrhat is your ethical responsibility when one of your
counselees does not know that he has been medically
diagnosed !iS a terminal patient?
7« What is your ethical responsibility when a counselee
whom you have known for some time reveals acts of dis-
loyalty and sabotage against the United States, and
demands that you keep such information secret by his
right of privileged communication?
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THB ^ia.YSIS OF THK SSHTBH ^^IVOCAL 4tmsTI0NS
The tabulations and brief analysis ba^e been limited to
fifty of the most eomprehensiTe and carefully oonsidered re-
flies* The deletions will in no way alter the import of the
results of the sur?ey bat will facilitate a percentage expo-
sition of the responses*
The infomants have been in their various ministries foil
an average of more than fourteen years* They range from twq
young gentlemen wbo are in their second year in the ministry
to one of the most informative participants who exhibited
forty-three fruitful years of service to his Lord end fello»«4
man. Approximately forty-eight percent of these clergymen
have had rather extensive clinical pastoral training with
several of them now serving in a supervisory or student
training capacity* Twenty-one percent have had limited
clinical pastoral training and thirty-one percent have had
no specific clinical pastoral training*
It should be en^hasized that the situations presented
I
in the survey questionnaire were not hypothetical products
' of the imagination » but actual counseling enigsaa that have
occurred in our counseling ministries.
jjiestion^* what is your ethical responsibility when
you have d«f inite knowledge that one of your counselees is a
narcotic aoldict or indulges in extra-marital sexual aotivitieli^?
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Thert waB an almost unanimous opinion • that is* ninety*
six parcent felt that soon action seemed indicated in this
situation and they explicitly and ioplicitly expressed their
personal responsibility* This feeling iras exsAplified to 8ucl|
a degree that many seemed to take it for granted and auto~
Astioally proceeded to state what they felt should be done.
The other four percent did not feel it was their responsibil-
ity to interfere* However, one of the latter informants
suggested the narcotic addict should be referred for medical
treatment but "in extra«marital sexual aotivitiee I oan*t
help but feel that it is none of my business until the offend^
ing party seeks xi^ help or the partner offended against seeks
counsel or help**'
Fifty-six percent of the clergymen definitely expressed
2
these two problems were symptomatic of ^deeper problems*'* and
their **responsibility was to find the cause* go behind the
external if I can and get the whole personality rightly re-
3
lated to God*'*
Fifty-eight percent definitely distinguished between
the narcotic addict and the extra-marital sexual activities
%o» four «> In order to presearve the confidential
character of the informants all <;iu@0tiozmaire quotations will





In determining tlwlr ethical reaponslbllity* There was a
greater degree of readinese to refer the narcotic addict, but
on the other hand many displayed much more confidence in
their personal abilities to deal with the extra-marital activ
ities. One of them, who expressed his feelings that these
aatters should be kept absolutely confidential said, ^*The
only course of action %K>uld be direct persuasion either to
seei^ medical help in the case of the addict, or to desist
1
from illicit sexual activities*" Nevertheless, approximate-
ly seventy-eight percent indicated the necessity for referral
to either medical, psychiatric, institutional or the proper
civil authorities. If the referral is impossible the pastor
should at least obtain a consultation with a representative
of one of the above.
Twenty-eight percent in dealing with the narcotic addict
mentioned their responsibility to society as well as to their
counselee* fourteen percent indicated they would report him
to the proper authorities even against his will.
It was most apparent that xoany of the informants were
struggling with the problem of being judgmental in their
counseling. "While I disapprove of both of these things, I
do not believe tiMt I would take a condemnatory or Judgmental





less their replies exhibited a degree of ambiTalenoe* They
didn't want to be judgmental or oondemnlng In their attitudes
but their actual counseling procedures frequently did not
coincide with their preferred conceptual ideas for proper
counseling*
Fifty-eight percent of the clergymen approached tlisse
two specific probleflis fro/a their religious frame of reference
The other forty-two percent made no specific reference to
religion but employed what we might call secular counseling
technisLues* Those who brought religion into their counseling
frequently felt a compulsion to bring the sinful sigalficanoe
of the acts to the attention of the counseleesi have th«m
repent and In some oases make the proper restitutions* ^1
would consider It my ethical responsibility in dealing with
a confirmed narcotic addict or one Mdio Indulges in extra-
marital sexual activities to confess his guilt first of all
and to make restitution for his sins to prove his repentance
«
If this is not sincerely and humbly done by the counselled
when definite knowledge is obtained and shown, then the
1
pastor cannot help the sinner,"
Ten percent expressed the view that the spiritual
problems are in the field of the pastor, biit the physical
and social are in ths field of the doctor, the family counsel||»





Less ttiaa ten percent oentloned the possibllitir of
Involving t^ taMily and laore speolf lotilljr tlie wives or ima*
bands in the oouneeling ezcept in extreiae e^ses* liowever^
aany indicated tlie fasiilies and environment undoubtedljr
were instrumentai in nelping to bring about t^e narcotio
addiction or
€Xtra-maritaI sexual aotivities* Only one
counselor felt he had to tell the offended spouse concerning
the infidelitjT of his Aate*
question ^^ what la your ethioal responeibllit/ wi&en
you have definite proof that a colleague of yours ^ who is
an active clergyman, is an alcoholic or Indulges in extra-
fflarital sexual activities?
Thez>e was a definite tendeney to aesoeiate this ^uestios
with <^ue3tion number one. Twenty»two percent felt there was
no essential difference in the manner the pastoral counselor
should deal with a lajn^an or clergyman* Twelve percent d«f«
initely stated thei« was a difference and the clergy&an shoulitl
be treatt>d more stringently beeauBS of his ministerial off ic€||»
Except for one counselor who did not feel an etuioal respond
slbility to ooun&el with his colle^ague unle£>a he first
approached him for counsel, the other inforjaants definitely
felt they had an ethical responsibility to their colleague.
Thirty-two associated this responsibility to the church and
society as well. Howevt^r, only four percent indicated they
had a responsibility to God in this aatter,
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Fifty- six percent explicitly felt it was their respon-
sibility to counsel with their colleague first and if not
successful in their efforts they should refer the matter to
higher church authorities; ten percent of this group said
the basis for their counsel would be Matthew 18:l$-20» Twentyj-
eight percent felt they should attempt to assist him through
personal counsel but did not indicate the advisability of
referral if unsuccessful. Half of this group thought the
matter should be kept absolutely confidential. Twelve percen|
indicated the matter should be reported to church authorities
or the bishop immediately. Four percent felt incapable of
assisting their brother and thought he should be referred to
some other capable person or group for special counsel. One
of these gentleman said, "Should my colleague indulge in
extra-marital sexual activities I doubt that he would confide
1
in me for counsel."
Seventy-eight percent did not distinguish between alco-
holism and Indulging in extra-marital sexual activities in-
dicating that the problems as far as their ethical respon-
sibility was concerned were basically the same. The remaining;
twenty-two pepcent referred to the problems separately but
only to offer different measures for helping the colleague;
namely, fourteen percent recommended Alcoholics Anonymous
and ten percent recommended psychiatric or medical help for
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an alooholie. six percent reoommended medical cotmsel for
tiie sexual fflaladjustoant*
Eighty percent raoojnfaanded explicitly and implicitly
that their colleague sliould he given every chance* Twenty
percent viere condeianatory and reoommended resignation from,
the miniatry and the church icmediately* ^a spiritual leadei
has no place in such a position if he indulges in these thln^ s
1
for he can undo all the good his colleagues are trying to doi
Six percent of the informants were concerned about nmixA
tainlng a friendly relationship with their colleague and for
this reason indicated a hesitation to speak to him about the
JMitter*
>^uestion ^» what is your ethical rssponsibility to one
of your counseleee vsh&n you definitely believe this person
is homicidal and/or suicidal, and the responsible authoritieij
will not attempt to take measures to protect your eounselee
or society?
In response to this all agreed that they had some res-
ponsibility to take action in this case* However, six per-
cent questioned the "pastors legal right or necessary train*
ing to diagnose these conditions and to prescribe a course ot
action and treatment over what is obviously the diagnosis
and prescribed treatment of 'responsible authorities** The
pastor is able to suggest only on the basis of his experience




there la a seriousness beyond tiiat of which the ^responsible
1
authorities* are aware •** Slxty«>slx percent replied that
they would make additional appeals to elicit assistance from
the church, legal, civil or medical authorities* Fifty-flTC
percent of these suggested that they telt this was unuauol
and authorities of one iiind or another would normally be
a'vailable to assist* ''It i&ay in the course of the counseling
becoiae apparent that there are deeper reasons for this Aan*s
behavior which are beyond my abilities to handle and call for
2
Asdical or psychiatric treatment*'* The neceaeity f^
psychiatric and medical treatiaent in cases such as this was
felt b> moat of the participants* la fact, seventy^four per*
cent of the replies expressed the advisability of referring
the counselee to a psychiatrist, agency or institution cap*"
able and willing to assist him* a nuiaber of the men thought
that the clergyman's chief concern should be the spiritual,
the individual's relationship to God through Christ, but that
he should net try to assuae the responsibilities which were
vested in the medical j^rofession or civil authorities* Less
than ten percent implied that they would attempt to handle
the situation without the assistance of outside counsel or






up counseling la addition to the necessary referrals*
Only about a third specifically mentioned anyUiing about
protecting the life of the counselee and about a fourth of
the replies were concerned about the xaexabers of society who
may be endangered* This seemed to be taken for granted. How-
ever, less than ten percent distinguished between a person
being suicidal or homicidal* The others simply placed them
in the same category* Several of the more inexperienced men
suggested the solicitation of members of the counselee*
s
family or some immediate friends to assist them "keep watch'^
over him so that he wouldn't harm himself or others, specifi i
Aumtion of the clergyman providing religious counseling was
limited to approximately twenty-four percent of the replies.
Nevertheless, those who did approach the problem with this
in mind were most concemed, as shown by this statement » "It
is also one's responsibility to both personify and express
the Lord's concern for a supposedly defeated life, and show
1
that there can be victory in J'esus**" Ten percent felt
it would be necessary to have him institutionalized for treat(|»
ment even against his own wishes or those of his guardians.
Among many pithy remarks were the following: "I don't
2
know*** I wrauld just elt tight and hope for the best." "I





man with force. »» "people do not want to commit suicide
with no cause. Therefore counsel in whatever manner you are
capable and make the necessary arrangements for the most
2
expeditious referral,"
question 4. Vifhat is your ethical responsibility when
a counselee relates to you on a strictly confidential basis
that he has committed: (e) burglary; (b) murder?
Twenty-four percent would do their very best to counsel
the man to turn himself into the authorities, but in both a
burglary or murder case they would deny the counselee 's re-
quest for privileged communication and do something. Of this
group, eighteen percent would report this action to proper
authorities such as the police and district attorney. The
other six percent qualified their remarks by indicating they
would not reveal information received in a confessional, but
if they received the information outside of the confessional
they would deny the request for privileged communication.
Seventy-two percent felt they were bound to keep the
information absolutely confidential but expressed the"ir
responsibility to counsel the person to turn himself in and
make the necessary restitutions.
Sixty- two percent of the informants were most definite





re-establish his relationship with his God^ himself and his
feXlowaan through siiujere repentance, forgiveness and resti-
tution* Hepeatedly it was mentioned that the oounselees vioult
turn themselves In and i»aJce the necessary restitutions if they
were truly repentant «iid sorry for what they had done. The
remaininu four percent indicated they would use their own
judgeiscat about Informing the authorities , and this would
depend on the nature of tiie murder, the intent, hots long ago
it had been coiaaiitted, and whether or not a third party had
been accused of the aairder. If «4 third party were accused^
then they would feel bound to report the murder or fc«jirglary
to the authorities. To illustrate this point of vlev/ one
informant cited this ease: **A imn confessed to me th^t he had
killed a amx in a brawl in Bussia, and fled to America* Now
after many years he had beooGie e Christian and wanted forgive*
aess* Nothing could b® gained by turning himself over to the
authorities* In soeh a ease only a confession to God is
1
necessary***
A fourth of the group emphasised the necessity for con-
sistent follomip counseling after the confessions to see that
the individual grows in the sanctified life*
Only thirty-two percent felt a need to distinguish be-
tween a burglary and & murder. However, in their approach
to the problems they differed only in degree from the sixty-





Fifteen percent distinguished bett^men confidential and con-
fessional inforiaation. However, as indicated previously,
hslf of t^ese still tid. not change their opinions about breakl^
ing the seal of confegaion*
Many of the responses directly end indirectly showed
6 deep oomern for the rehebilltation and the moral and
spiritual growth of the individual. Six percent stated that
the reveliiittion or maintenance of the confidence wi.& not the
chief eoneern but that it was the person involved. Although
it never was explicitly stated, a number of tne repliea sug-
gested the counselor was conducting his counseling ministry
in an irresponsible msstnner if her permitted himself to re*
oeive information cf a confidential n&ture and then specif ic«»
ally or inadvertently promised to keep it strictly conf identl|il
when it was not aoraily or charitably proper for him. to do so
i^ttestion $ > Vfhat is your sthicel responsibility when
one of your unmarried counselees becoiwBS pregnant during the
period you are counseling with her and informs you that she
has arranged to have a criminal abortion'? Bhe forbids you to
divulge her professional confidence^
Unanimously the inforjsiant© indicated that definite
action was usandatory, howrver, the type of action they ad-
vised Varied greatly. Of those who definitely oomudited
themselves, thirty-six percent indicated they would do all
in their power to have her desist from obtaining the abortion
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iowevart it stte didnH abide by tb&ir ooimael tJmy felt that
mB ^X they oouXd do because ot the secrecy ot a prof essicm**
il conf Menoe* "Tiaere Is no course opea except to respect
m^ keep tl^e cccfidenee* Undoubtedly, this is a peiiiful
position in which to b#, but the existence of confidential
Bituations of a priMPessionai kind neoesaltate® the possibil-
llty of such difficult dileiBaas* Of course, there is an abso*
li!
lute obligation to do e'verything possible to chsinge the
B0unsel@e*@ mind and prevent the abortion short of divulging
1
the confidence." sixty*four percent indicated they would
silec do all in their power to counsel her to refrain froA
tuiving the abortion, but if she still insisted on going
through with the abortion they would deny h&r request for
professional conf ideaoe and make use of m^ry airailable source
to preirent the abortion* Twenty^two percent of this group
jwould report the lai^tter to the suthorities*
fourteen percent were determined that special efforts
should be made to apprehend the abortionist and half of these
mere concerned about preventing not only this specific case
buT^ future cases as \!»ell«
Eighty percent emphasiased personal counsel, and of this
group thirty-five percent would appeal to her to have the
baby and accept assistance in Miking arrangements to work
through church or social welfare agencies in placing the
TiO# Thirty-five

ehlld for adloptiofi in a Ciirldtiao liom«* The relislous eoipJaa
sis decreased la Uiis situ^tioa as eoa^ared to tlia previous
^ufistion* oal^ Uii;rty*f Ive percent of tlis elerg^ea felt a
need to point out imr aiafuX ^cts and assist i^er In lier moraSl
tad spiritoal growth tlirou^ r«p«nt£Uioe «und forgiveness*
fourteoa percent referred to abortions as raurder and another
twenty-six percent teri»sd them m<^aXXy v^rong. Hovi^ever, one
indicated he didaH like to have abortiona automatically re-
ferred to ee '*e?ittinal»**
Eighteen percent of the repliea stated they vmuld try
to help the oouneeXee understand the peychologioal eignif i-
cence » including e had conecienee, the physical dan^re, and
the possible legal Involveaente that are connected with an
abortion.
For tue laoet part, the replies displayed a very oharit-
eble attitude altliough e few of thea were definitely Judg-
fflsntal* Ten percent thought it «iQuId be advisable to consul^
with the young man involved and half of these felt they
eiiould aeke an effort to get him to smrry the young lady*
fhe isatter of i^i^pliciition was faentioned by only one
person, "Although the inforssation is eonfidentlfcd, the cri£i«
has not yet been ooiomitted and is not confidential* You
aight call the eounselee'B attention to this f^ct* this ia^
piicatss you in the crlnae to be coeiaitted. You have no ri^
2





^iteetioa 6* what is your etliioaX reBponsibility whea
oae of your oouasoXees does aot koo^ tiiat he iias b«ea diag*
the informants indicated %h&ir greatest diversonce la
oplaloa ia %b& diseussioa at Uils c&ao* ligiiteea perceat
teit it was priiE&ariXy tixe AialBter's respoasibility, as wa@
expressed by oae of tJie laea, ''X feei It 1® coapietely a pa©-
toraX probXem aad X feel It ie tae pastor's job to prepare
X
suel^ a person to die as a carietlea*** Oa the otiKsr bend
,
sixteen percent speeificaXXy stated, •'Xt is not m^ respoa-
2
sibiiity to telX bim • taat belonge to the M«D«'* i\aotiier
sixteen percent XeXt tiie sdnister saouXd inform Ms couaseXee
onXy after consultation witli the pbysician in charge. He hms
no rlgbt to go beyond tbe physician's wlsiies,
Twenty-eigbt percent tuougiit of tbe ialnister «ind pbysi-
ciiin es a teeia.* The minister was responsibXe for tbe r@ligioa||i
needs of tbe pt^tient and tne pbysici^im w&kS responsibXe for
tbe medicaX needs* Xa tiiis coaaeotion t«/eaty percent of
this groap felt they couXd prepare tae patient for eternity
witixout li^ving to telX bim be was e termia»aX patient* Kigbt
percent felt tbat it dida't make any dilfereace ^^etber be
was terffiineX or not, tbe clergyman's responsibility is to




nothing to do with my reiationahlp to a terminal cam or any
other osise. My oonstant opportunity to any smd all people
is to Si ow them thet this life ia only ji teaporal thing* A
healtiiy ^eraon has no guarantee of ^iraersxtw anyway > It might
well teraiaate before thB life of the so-called terminal
1
Ottse," Twel^re percent felt that the petlent dictates the
r«spon0lbllity aa to whether or not he should be told. It is
his right to know or not to know about his condition. Slat
pexoent indicated that it wae entirely impossible to si^eclfy
any rules; the cirouAttaiacee dictated the responsibility*
four percent of the replies were so ajBibiguouely and e-vasitely
stated it wes lai^oselble to decide where they wished to place
the re8|)onslbllity«
Approxiisately tea percent mentioned that in their ex-
psrienee oDst terminal p^itients TMjre aware of their Impending
deaths. Three olergyiaen polemically advocated that prober
preparation for death, including ^;jio«ledge of iapending death
could be a constructive smd salutary experience for the
terc&indl p^itient. On the other hand the sums number empha-
sised the harmful psychoaoioatic effects such informiitlon m^y
have on the psitiant. For this reason one of the imn said>
2





question 7 what is your etJaical responsibility when a
oounselee whom you have known for some time reveals acts of
disloyalty and sabotage against the United States, and demandij
that you keep such information secret by his right of privi-
leged communication?
More than a third of the informants specifically drew a
comparison between this .luestion and q.uestion number four.
However, the opinions expressed indicated the circumstances
in this case altered some of their basic tenets concerning thj
maintenance of absolute confidence, Fifty-four percent felt
that it was their ethical responsibility to report such inforj
mation. However, they also expressed the advisability of the
counselee's turning himself in and they would employ their
best modes of persuasion to accomplish this end. Twenty-six
percent of this group would divulge this information forth-
rightly. The other twenty-eight percent would feel obligated
to report to the authorities only after extensive religious
counsel or careful consideration of the seriousness and cir-
cumstances of the disloyalty or sabotage involvements and
after an "endeavor to determine whether or not such disloyal-
1
ty or sabotage is apt to be repeated."
We wish to note that the thirty-six percent who would
report the disloyalty acts in question seven, but not the




advertently gave the explanation for their dlftareatlatlooe*
They indicated the implleatlons were more tar«reaching and
1
"the good of the whole must he the determining factor," in
the oa&e presented in ^ue^^tion seven* As Caiaphas argued,
"it is expedient for you that one mtm should die for the
2
people, and that the whole nation should not pcrieh*'* One
informant, who had held the seal of the confer sional and
confidentiel information as inviolsible in question four re*
o&riLed, "I believe he ought to be i^xposed to the authorities
if you cannot persuade hiia to do so* The love we owe our
3
fellovwoen and country ought to dictate this step***
Thirty-eight percent, two percent more than the group
who qualified their use of the inviolability of confidential
inforEaation, in this case felt bound to respect the counsel-
ee*a demands that they keep the infonnation secret by hie
right of privileged communication, sixteen percent were
concerned with persuading the ooiinaelee to report himself to
the authorities, while keeping the information confidential*
Only twenty-two percent, as compared with sixty-two percent
in question four, indicated there were religious implications
in this problem and advised the proper religious counsel*






in oonfideno© and that in tii© confessional. If only in con-
fidence, they Qutomatieally felt free and even obligated to
report the individual • Approximately twenty percent mention-
ed in effect, «The minister's obligation to Ood is obviously
prior to that <if his country. If this information vmrt re-
vealed in a confessional ministry, I v»ould try my very best
to dissuade him from hia acts of disloyalty and sabotage,
but failing in tliis, I w)uld not divulge his planned dis-
i
loyalty."
Eight percent seexiBd overwhelmed by the problem and
were undecided a@ to mhsit to do and aa one said, "^it would be
Z






W© would like to discuss the results of the survey
questionnaire on the basis of tiie three counseling tecliniques
which exhibited theiaselves in the responses; the horizontal,
the vertical, and triad ie approaches.
The Horizontal Approach
By this approach we have reference to the Counselee •
Counselor relationship* The ethical responsibility in this
approach as exemplified in the replies was expressed by one
of the informants in this way, «lt would be my judgement that
in the confessional or pastoral counseling relationship the
revelation of any kind of offense, no matter what its nature,
1
must remain completely secret or confidential." The inforis-
ants maintained, although not consistently, that they had no
prerogative to violate the professional confidence of the
counselee but were bound to maintain absolute secrecy at all
tiffles. It was characteristic of this type of counselor to
make an attempt to persuade the counselee to divulge his in-
formation, turn himself in, and seek the assistance he needs.
All of the responsibility was placed in the counselee. The
counselor would proceed in his counseling only as far as the
counselee would permit him. For the most part the counselors
indicated highly sensitive and responsible use of the infor-




in reading some of the responses, the writer could not help
feeling that there was a tendency to use the sanctity of the
confessional and privileged communication as an escape media.
perhaps we can identify it more specifically by calling it
the "Pilate type" vrho wash their hands when they run into a
1
difficult problem* "I have done all I can. There is nothing
else I can do. The court will respect my professional oon-
2
f idence •"
v^uite naturally these counselors were more willing to
refer their clients to any one who would be willing to assist
them, "AS in most difficult problems like this I generally
have a trusted friend or professional colleague to whom I may]
refer the person or to whom I may go to talk things over.
This gives me some protection but it doesn»t solve the manv
3
ethical dilemmas that we can get into."
The methods employed by these men displayed the least
insight, the most equivocal convictions, and little evidence
of moral and spiritual concern for the counselee. In fact,
we might describe many of their efforts as an ethically
neutral and expedient approach to these problems.
The Vertical Approach
This has been referred to as the directive approach and






soae of tU® rea^ponsds £>laoed the counselor verticaXXy above
the ootmseXee aad In the oeiiter of tise ooimsellng situation*
This counselor felt he possessed superior traiiaihg, more
years of exper ieaoe, higher moral ataMards, and knew exactly
whet was hest for th@ oounselee* He felt it was bi& ethical
resporislbility to s|>ecif loaily ©pell it out for him. one
'lAforoiant suggested th^^t viueetion number two be handled in
this m^koaer, "I counsel with him the first time, sadd adi^nish
1
SBut th^ second, and lower the boom the third offense*'* this
type of oounselltis relationship ^uite consistently dictated
a pro bleia*oentered as compared to the preferable per@on*cen-*
tertiid approach in its x^tive aad feeling-tone*
Moral and ethical issues were frequently casuistical ly
predetermined tmd pigecn-hcled into dogffiatio categories. They
felt a definite and even ^ coapulsive need to help and take
their counseling responsibilities seriously, but usually on
their own teras. But in actual practice their procedures
would short-circuit the counseling process, and the counselee
would be denied his iniailenable right to morally ^nd spirit*
tially mature to hie highest potential*
The counselor usually IndiCiatcd hi© confidence and ebil-
Ity to counsel &M6i advise In this situ^itipni therefore, there
was infrequent use of referral and employment of the best





times aggressive, expedient, impersonal, pragmatic, and cal«-
culating epproach reflected the least understanding, insight
&nd preparation to helpfully counsel in these more involved
tflttiations. Judgmental traits, condemnatory attitudes and
personal biases provided aduitional obstacles for a success*
ful counseling relationshii)#
The Tria d ic Approac h
The majority of the responses sincerely attempted to
determine their ethical responsibilities on the basis of the
will of God as it has been revetiled to us in Christ, wo
would describe this approach as the Ood-Counselee-Gounselor
relationship, some of the basic principles and points of
emphasis were expressed in these resi-onses: "as a Christian
pastor and counselor I must certainly keep the highest and
ultimate goal in mind, and that is not only salvage a human
personality, but bring him into the right and saving rela«
1
tionship with his God and Saviour," '^I consider ethical
z
responsibility as dynamic and not static •«
Although not always explicitly stated the biblical and
3
Christocentric virtues of faith, iiope and love were ever
present in an implicit and permeating; manner. Contrasted to






approaches these counselors wer® altruistic, out-going and
eounselee-orlented^ Fnrth&rmore, the counselors evidenced
self-acceptance and a trustful acceptance of the person in
his present existential situation joined with a desire to
assist him become one with hi© God, one with himself, and one
with his neighbor.
In determining their ethical responsibilities the coun-
selors felt it was necessary not only to take into considera-
tion the integrity, rights and freedoms of the ^ole person,
but his relative situation and circumstances as well* The
aooofl^listuaent of this, however, was not via the rule of
thumb techniviue. There was an eagerness to iMke possible an
inter-active relationship between the counselor and oounselee
The counselor respected the counselee as a person, a Thou and
not an It, a subject and not an object, a somebody ^^ith en
Integrity, a moral quality and a sool of his omi« The
counselees were treated as persons who can and do respond. As
Paul Tillich says, "»Ferson» is a looral concept, pointing to
a being which we are asked to respect as the bearer of a dig-
nity e«iual to our ovm, and which w© are not permitted to use
2
as a means for a purpose, because it is purpose in itself "
*fhis is of course a restatement of Kant*s second maxim, 'Act
Martin Buber, Between Man and Man , I an Thou
IMW-IIMMMHMMIiiiMwnMinMMMMWMaHMIMM**^^




80 aa to treat humanity, wiiether in tJbiine own person or in
the person of cioiotlier, always as an end, ne'ver as a means
1
only,»"
In their desire to restore the individual to a full and
complete psychological and spiritual maturity the counselors
did not deny the counselee his personal freedoms and rights
but on the other hand they did not take the position of eth-
ical and moral neutralism or a position of ethical irrespon-
sibility. These men were the best informed on the many
sources available to them for assisting the counselee and
they indicated a wllllngnesa to prudently refer but often
commented on the necessity for follow-up counseling as well.
Generally these men depicted the most thoiightful and respon-
sible moral and spiritual concern for their counselees. Their
calm, charitable, and deeply religious approach was apparent
in most of the opinions expressed in the replies.
we feel the responses pointed out certain eiiuivocal
areas in the concept of privileged communication, by which
we mean the counselee e:icp6ots what he tells the counselor to
be held in confidence. Many of the participants indicated
that they felt the right of privileged communication means
that the counselor hcs the privilege of deciding whether or
not he will reveal to others what is said to him in conf idenoJk»




Bonfidentlal iflforasatlon received la laifllsterial counseling
wiietiier ttmt be in th& confessional, prlviite conference, at
biie sick-bed, or at any tiffifi is confeeeed or said inter nos
land must be held in absolute oozifidence*
we finention still anotiier groui; viiio differentiated between
information given in & religious confession or in a personal
counseling session, as one gentleman stated, "'If tlie infor-
laation caiae to me as a spiritual confession I would regard
tayself as a Vicar of Ciirist, it would be privileged ooiaxauni-
"^
1
oation* and I could not reveal any part of it»^' However, for
info2*ittation received outside of the confessional a number of
the participants felt free to -weigh the factors in the case
and use their ovm judgement in determining their ethical
responsibility in this regard.
The following ^iuotations emphasize another e^iuivocal
area that a|>parently needs clarification in the minds of Bom
of our clergy, "The court will respect m^ professional confid*
Z
ence," "Legally (as I understand) the minister is not
liable for with-holding such information from the authorities.
"It would be xay ethical responsibility to keep this knowledge
ilsecrct. There isn't even a civil law that will make this dif-
4







•xpllcitly stated that the courts of our land would not ex-
pect or demand tlie revelation of a confessional secret,
«ve understand tiiat tJtiere ure aeirenteen states whioii rataii
tMe cc«afaon law rule under which no privilege is recognised
cover ing co.-ajmnication betvaeen patient and physician • Other
states respect the privileged oonuaunication, and consider the
doctor liable when he reveals such information to a third
1
party.
Isolated cases concerning the relationship of the law
and privileged comaiunication between the Mnisterial counsel*
or and his counselee seem to indicate a great deal of var-
iance in statute and interpretation in the various states*
Afi Episcopal priest in Texas, who held to the seal of the
confessional, was plv^ced In conteapt of court and sent to
prison. Likewise, »a Luthersin minister In the State of
Minnesota was held in contempt of court and sentenced to a
fine of |100 or to serve thirty days in Jail because he re-
fused to divulge a confessional secret; however, the Supreme
court, to which the case was appealed, sustained the pastor."
nevertheless, in the majority of the oases which have reached
the courts, the clergy have been upheld in their desire to
keep professional information confidentled.
Under present circumstances if someone confesses to our
1
lago Galdston, On the Psychology of Med ical S thics
. p.if »
2
John H»Ct Frita, pastoral Theology, p. 136
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Protestant clergy it la deeasd prudent for tfaea to imov* the
civil law and interpretations in tiielr respective common-
wealths concerning privileged ooiomunications or to counsel
with their lawyers. It is understood that if the minister
appears in court an atteiapt will be made to determine his
theology and denominational practices pertaining to privi-
leged communication. However, even if he holds to the seal
of confession this is no guarantee they will respect his oon-
viotions in all states.
In this respect a number of the men emphasized that our
counseling ministries depend on the idea of secrecy if we are
to be effective and maintain the absolute trust and confidence
of our constituents. Certainly we do not see how the clergy
could expect to assist their counselees if they cannot say
to them, in essence, "You can tell me everything about your-
self. You don't have to worry about m^ telling anyone about
what you have said." This concept must be part of the very
basic structure of the chaplain/ministerial oounselor-counsel-l
ee relationship, Hippocrates, who lived ovt^r 2,000 years
ago and is oonsidertid the Father of Medicine, emphasised this
principle in his famous oath: ''.whatsoever in the course of
practice I see or heir (or even outside my practice in social
intercourse) that ought never to be published abroad, I will
not divulge, but consider such things to be holy secrets.''
The principles of Medical Ethics of the ^unerican Medical
- 142 -

•^Principles of Medical Ethics of the iuaerican Medical
Annnnlnti lnn I
Association also seal the lips of the physician but in realit;
their present code "ends with a Golden Rule of medicine, thaf
the physician should "constantly behave towards others as he
1
desires them to deal with him." Certainly Christian charity
demands that the minister go one step beyond this.
Therefore when the chaplain/ministerial counselor learns
something which, if not revealed, he may be forced into a
role for which he has not had proper training* For example,
he may be placed in the tragic situation of trying to serve
two loyalties which appear to be in conflict with each other;
namely, his loyalty to his religious convictions; with their
allegiance to the secrecy of confidential information in the
oounselee-counselor relationship and his loyalty as an Amer-'
lean citizen to his country and its laws, we have no way of
determining how frequently this dilemma or sL-ailar ones may
occur in ministerial counseling, but we feel with our routine
lives becoming increasingly and intensely more complex the
chances are good that many clergymen may be faced with such
problems some time during their ministerial experience. It
was interesting to note that generally there was little
evidence in the responses that these cases were improbable
or even out of the realm of possibility.
we would like to discuss the divergence of opinions we
received in response to the ^iuestionnaire . we feel that all
- 143 -

tile iaformants esciiibited a deep concern for the counsalee and
a iiigii degree of ethical responsibility. For anyone Yiho might
question this, the burden of proof would mo^t decidely be on
j
w« do not feel that we had a fair cross section and large
enough sampling of chaplain/ministerial opinions froa the
various denominations included to decisively indicate apecifie
aifferentiations in the various religious orientutioas, Never-
theless, the clergyj^en who represented tlie aore liturgical
denoMnaiions e>ene rally exnibitisd greater facility of under-
standing, grsfeter consistency of practice, and greater sped-
fioity in the natters involving privileged communication and
parofessional confidences • The oler^men wno come froai the
nore dogmatic and ^authoritarian denominations tended to be
more directive, Ju4gaent£iX^ categorically casuistical, less
likely to sufeisest referal to allied professions and more fre-
quent in their use of religious applications in their counsel-
ing practices*
On the other hand the representitives of the free church
traditions tended to be iaore non-directive, less judgment;,!
jand willing to refer to other professions in their counseling
[pi^ctioea*
The clergymen '>*ho indicated they had participated in
lolinical pastoral training progriims tended to give aore em-
|hiiieis to the psychological siSpecty of counseling and
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•Tidenced greater understand iiig, aooeptunce and perspactive
in their counseling procedures, whereas tlie clergymen who
did not have clinical pastoral training tended to give more
empliasis to the religious aspects of counseling and evidenced
less certainty in their counseling procedures*
AS to the significance of length of time in the ministry
and the amount of experience the gentlemen with the most
lOBgevity in the ministry and those with the greatest amount
of experience tended to be more definite and precise in their
replies.
tfe do not feel that because soris of our colleagues be-
lieved it their ethical responsibility to do soajethtng about
Boxae of these matters, while others felt they had no respon-
sibility, that so/ae were ethical and others were not - just
as one is not right and. the other is not wrong*
These responses did indicate that there are esiuivocal
i^uestions in chaplain/ministerial counseling ethics* The
reason for the diversity of opinion seemed to indicate a
OQocaonly understood fact that each clergyman»s own ethical
activity is determined by his moral and spiritual conviotionsJ
personality, training and experience* Therefore how temporal*^
ly and eternally imperative it becomes for each individual
clergyman to have the basis for his moral and ethical prac-
tices grounded in the will of Qod as we have it revealed to
us in Christ. Not that he is to be denied his personal
• U5 -

freedoia of judgement in a rigorIsticand abaolutistic mrianer
but rather that h« is to be personally set free in Christ in
order that he might assist hie C3Ukiselee8 in like mann^jr to
be free. Bonhoffer has suiamed it up in these words, '»The
will of aod, whieh became xoanifaat »nd was fulfilled In Jesus
Christ, embraces the whole of rt^^^lity. One otin gcsin acesBS
to this whole, without being torn asunder by its laanifold
variety^ only in faith in Jesus Christ, 'in whom dwelloth all
1
the f ullnei}e of the Godhead bodily» and 'by vyhora all things
are reoonoiled, whether they be things in earth or things in
hsnven* and whose body, the Church, is *the fulnees of him
3
thut filleth oil in all** Faith in this Jesus Christ is the
4
sole fountaiahead of all ^ood***
**Thua Christian ethics as taught by Jesus is the true
ethics* It holds fa£>t to the distinction between nature and
spirit; it recognises in nature the broad field of moral
action; it sees in the spirit, the free {personality, the sub-
ject of aorai conduct; and it accepts God's will as the only
5
vstlid and universally binding norm."
The fact thiit no procedure in counBeling can be carried







out without ethics being Involved also emphasizes the import-
ance of further enlightenment on the subject* We wish to
incorporate ixi our concluding remarks this recommendation
which we feel was implied in many of the responses* There
seemed to be a feeling that it would be most helpful for some
of the men if there were more active committees on ethics in
our churches to whom the chaplain/ministerial counselors
could go with their problems. These committees could also
provide valuable service in promoting discussions and a- sist-
ing in the clarification and understanding of our ethical
responsibilities.
There are many determinants for the success or the
failure; the pleasure or the grief of the chaplain/ministerial
counseling ministry. One of the most significant of these is
the religious counselor's awareness or lack of awareness;
proficiency or lack of proficiency in the conduct of the
ethical responsibilities in his counseling ministry, prudent,
skillful and ethically responsible the work of the chaplain/
ministerial counselor must be; yet without ardent, selfless
devotion to his Lord and to his counselees his efforts will
be faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null. A
genuine self-sacrificing faith and love for Christ and for
the individuals it is his privilege to serve, brings the
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